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CBM
CBM
CBM
CMD

1541C Disk Dfve (New w/JD)
1541-11 Disk Drive (New w/JD)
.
1571 Disk Dnv-3 (Remanutaclured w/JD)
FD-2000(800Kana 1 6 MB)

-

SH9 00
.S129 00
.
CALL
SI79 00

CMD FD Rcal-Time-Clock Option

S39 00

Boxcf 10. H.gh Density Disks (1 6MB)

.

Box cl 10. Enhanced Density Disks (3 2 MB)

S14 95

.

S29 00

HD-KiT (Comroio- Case. PS. Manual, Serial Cbi) 5249 00
HD-10OO. 1 GB (Special Edition)

5*49 00

HD-2000. 2 GB (Special Edition)
HD-30OG. 3 GB (Special Edition)

5549 00
S669.00

HD-4000. ^GB (Special Eflmon)

S749 00

Monitors (40 column and 40/80 column)
Auiotek 3-Way Use Per, Expander

CALL
S30.00

Aprotek User Port Extension Cable

519.00

C-64 Coxpuier (Remanufactijrcd

w'JD & PS)

S99 00

C-64C Computer (Ron-ianufac:ure3. w'JD S PS)

S1C9.0O

C-54C Computer (New)
SX-64 Compulor (Ramanulactured w/JD)
C-128 Computers
C128-D Computers (Remanulaciutod w/JD)
C-64/64C Power Supply (New. ! 7 Amp)

S139.00
S299 00
....CALL
.. CALL
. .
S29 00

C-64/64C RccairaOlePS (New. 1 7 Amp |....

. 539 00

C-64'54C Heavy Duty Repairable PS (Now. CMD)

364 95

C-12BRepai!aDlePower Supply (New. CWD)

554 35

C-128D Internal Power Supply (Naw)

S39 CO

S5-S1-11/158i.'RLvl Power Supply (New l Amp )

S25 GO

CMD EX2-1 3-P0rt Cartridge Port Expander
S39 CO
CMD EX3 3-Pon Cartridge Port Expander
. 534 00
CMDGeaCabie II Pnni Cable 61: /I5(t
.
S34 96/S39 95
CMDSega-styloG3nepadtO'C-64/12G

S24 95

CMD SmartMoJSO (1351 Compal:cle Mouse)
Flipn'File 25 Disk Holder (5 25-jfsch.)

..

Floppy Disks (25 cac* of DSDD 5 25-inch )

S49 95
S5 95

- - S10 00

Inkwell Lighi Pen Msdel 170C

S~5 CO

Momlo' Cables

-.. CALL

Cannon BJC-4400 Color Inkjet Printer (Relurb)

Si79 00

Panasonic KXP-1150 9-pm Printer

S199 CO

Panasonic KXP-2130 24-pin B/W Printer (Rolurb)
Panasonic KXP-2130 24-pin Color (Refurb) .

S:99 00
S299 CO

Panasonic KXP-2130 24-pin Printer (BM]

S329 CO

Panasonic KXP-2130 24-pin Color Printer

.
.

.

.. . S429 CO

Smartline C-600 Printer Interface

= ..:.•-■;■-,

S31&UVJ
S239 CO

SupdCPU 123
SuperCPU 128 w/SuperRAM [no RAM installed)
SupdCPU 128w'SupcrRAM (4MB)

S279 00

Supe-CPU 128 w'SuperRAM [BMB|
SupctCPU 123 w/SuperRAM (16MB)
SuecRAM Care (no RAM installed]
SupoiBAMCard(4MB)
SupO'RArv!Card<8M8)
Supo'RAMCard(16MB)

.

GEOS to the nex: level, with full integrated support for all the
latest hardware. V/heels also adds many features not previously

S79CO
S114 00
Si 39 00
SI 79.00

buying oradding other utilities and patches. GEOS is really going

S249 W

RAMUnk w,'16MB RAMCard (Special!)

S369 00

RAMCard RTC Option/Alter Market Kit

... S100O'Si9OO

RAMLink Battery Back-up (Optional)

524 95

Parallel Cat)IO(RAMLirik 10 HD)

S1995

Bank Sireel Wntei

S1200

Cacpan 64 (ABacus)
Cadpak 123 (Abacus)

S22 00
S25 00

Cnanpak &J (Aoacus)

$1700
S25 00

Da la Manager 64 (Timeworks)
GoDo!
i Paint vi 5(123 BO-coi 64K VDC)

S1600
S34 95
S39 00

..

Personal Portfolio Manager (Abacus) . .
RUN Productivity Pak I, It. oi HI (Specify)
RUN Super Starter Pak 1541 or 1581

S29 00
S1600
515.00
S20 00

RUNWoiKs
SEC Check Register 128

320 00
S50 00

Superscript 123 {Precision)

S20 00

SuGeraaseW Version 3 01 (Precision)
Suporcase 123 Version 3 01 IPreosion)

..

.

S35 00
S35 00

SwiflCalc 64 (Timeworks)

SI6 00

TWS 64 w.'Spcller (Busy Boo)

S29 00

TWS 12B w/Spciler (Busy Boo)

S39 00
each $5.00

TWS Modules (HD.'RL'tllusiratOf)

S10.G0

S39 00
$24 95
S19 95

CMD Utilities

Ji«yMON-64 (ML Monitor)

BASIC 64 Compiler (Abacus) .

.

.517 GO

Apiotek Com-Modem Adapler Cable
.
Commodore 1670 Wodem(1200 baudl

BASIC 128 Compiler (Abacus)

S25 CO

S30 00
;
S39.CQ
SI7 00 Alomino
S17 OO Baiiistm
S19 00

geoMpkcBoot (Makes BcotaBle copies)

S12 95

geoProgramrner
gOOPublisn

$45 00
S40.00

GEOS 64 v2.0
GEOS 12Bv2.0

$44.00
549.00

geoSHELL V2 2 (CLI !or GEOS)
$24 95
Iniemational FONTPACK
$25 00
Perfect Pnni LQ loi GEOS (Laser-like OJtput)
. S49 95
RUN GEOS Companion
$20.00
RUN GEOS Power Pak I or II (Specify)
,
. ..
S20.00
Wheels 64 (GEOS Upgrade, rea GEOS M v2 0) .. 536 00

.

SID Symphony Stereo Cainage

.

Dr Ts Caged Anisi o; AigDrytnrnicComposer

AQveritures w/ Fractions (ages 10-14)

.

ExpeQilions (ages B-15)
Pre-Reading logos 3-7)

,.,.

Spelling Boo (ages 8-13)
Tne Glass Computer (ages 12+)
Tne Market Place [ages 8-14)
wncro m Europe is Carmen SanDiogo1
Wfierc m the World is Carmen SanDiego

S3-.95
$44 95
. Si5 DO

version 9.6

Join the Tehcommunh ations Revolution... get
on the Information Super Highway TODAY.'
Easy-lo-usc - novice user configuration

■ Hsw faster BO columr modes Sort-80 on

Now supports UUencode and UUdecode

C-64 (enhanced scrolling vl REU); and

and converts fileson i-si, or in a Buffer Also
ASClio PETSC!! and PETSCII to Una
3rc:nca! support Zmodem up.'download,
resume [crash recovery), streaming to
buffer

YnoOera baich

Xmcflem-ii

ymodem-g

Xmodem-ik-g(to Cjffer)

25- or 28-line C-123 VDC BO-col. mode
■ Use any memory cevice as a buffer

including

i7x* REU. RAMLink partition,

GeoRAM. C128 VDC. BBGRAM. and

mterriaf C&4 memory■ New'e<tcap:ure features Capture feit on

Xrrodern-CFIC. Punter Keimri. WXraodem

line and store in any device. Hign-speed

Supports High Speed Interlaces like

iransfars Cirecily into memory and now

VT52 in 60 coi Pius Commocrjre color
modules now load from one window

retain buffercontenis with battery/power
backed RAM devices such as RAMLink

■ Enhanced full !ea;u:=d Text editor can
now load/save files from the buffer and
has art integrated script comp.ler

■ Script language fcr automatic operations

Just $29.95

■ Simple BSS mode - dial-in downloading
■ Suppcris real-time clocks in CMD devices
- All new user's manual

S13 00

S1000

Cfiomp1

S 10.00
S19.00
S19.00
$10 00

CutTnroats!

$10 00

51000
S10 00
■;

S19 95

Includes JiflyDOS C64 Computer

510 00

$10 00

Uonsot ifio Universe

Mainframe
Mean Streets
Menace
RUN C64 Gamepakor C128 Funpak (Specify)
Skaio o; Die

.S1995
.51300
S1000
.S1500

The Presidcnl Is Missing1

Tho Three Stooges
Tie Break Tennis
Total Eclipse

-.-

.$15.00

Graphics Book for the C-64

$15 00

Hitchhikers Guide lo GEOS

SB 00
SBOO
SBOO
S3.00
S23 00
S3 00

$8.00
S8 00

Creative Micro Designs, Inc.
East Longmeadow, MA 01028

Info: (413) 525-

Fax: (413) 525-0147

Visit our Web Site at http://www.cmdweb.com/

Includes JiffyDOS C64c Computer
ROM and one JiffyDOS Cnve ROM.

ROM ana 1571D drive ROM.

JiHyDOS SX61 System

JiHyDOS Drive ROMs

$49.00

S49.00

Includes JiHyDOS C128O Computer
S19.00

1591 and mosl compatioles

All Major Credit Cards Accepted

"

ROMs and one JiiiyDOS drive ROM
JitfyDOS 12SD System

S39.00

ROM ana SX1541 Cnve ROM

S28.00

.S15 00 Ideas for Use on Your C-&J
329 00 Punter Book for tne C64
529 CO Mapping ihe C64

POM and one JiflyDOS Cnve ROM
JiflyDOS 64c System

S1300
S1000
S1000
$1600
S1000

SB 00

C12B Computer Aided Design
C12B BASIC Training Guide
Commodore 6* Tricks and Tips
$1500 Compiler Design & Implementation lor tne C64
.515.00 GEOS Programmers Reicrenco Guide

$49.00

Induces JiffyDOS C128 Corr.^ule'

Available for Commoaore 1541.1571.

SB 00

C-64 Sconce & Engineering

JiHyDOS 12B System

$1000

SIOOO
$19 00

Anatomy of the 1541

S39.00

Includes JilfyDOS SX64 Computer

SI9 00

Walkerz
War in Middle Earth

While Retaining 100% Compatibility!
JiHyDOS 64 System

S1900

Kings Of the Boach

Increase Disk Access Speed by up to 1500%

S10 00

Mastercard • Visa • Discover • American Express

CMD

t e rm

(Specify 5/25" or 3.5" dislcj

$15.00

P.O. Box 646

va

graphics and ANSs cocr All emulation

S9 95
S29 95
S39 95
$169.00
S199.00

Wheels128 $40.00

or 1571 disk drive, mouse or joystick, and 128K cr larger RAM expander.

S9 95
$1995

Wings of Circe
Dg

$36.00

S1700

Coslene Ulilmes (Handy Geos Utilities)
S19 35
Felony
Desk Pack Plus
S29 DO
Dweeziis Greatest Hus (NewToots2.Starnp.Ut»fll28) ... S30 00 Frogger
Grand Prix Circuit
FONTPACK Plus
S25 00
gateWay 64 cr 123 (Specify Version) ....
523 9s
gooBASIC
S2D 00 Hara&ali
SdO 0OS4S 00 Hoavcnoound geoCalc 64/123
Island of tho Dragon
geoCnart
S29 00
Jordan vs Bird One on Ono

S39 95
S40O0/S45OO

Wheels64

Minimum requirements for Wheels: GEOS 64 v2.0 or GEOS 128 v2.0.1541

Suppofls ANSlcotorftpphics, VHO2. ar.a

Day in iho Life of Prehistoric Man
Escape Pouio

geoFAX
geoFilo 64/123

someplace, and it has the Wheels to get there!

si9 00

.

Moaom (9-25) a: Muli-Moaom Cable (9-9 or 9-25)
Novalcrm 9 6 (specify 3.5" or 5 25">
. .
.
Tjrbo232 Cartridge (Up lo 1 t5Kbps)
USR Spsrtsier 33.6Kbps Fa>Modem
USR Sponsier Fa>:morjem w/Turbo232 8 CaCle

Blitz1 W Comp:ler (Skyles)
Buddy 54/123 Assembler
Cobol 6« (ADacus)
Pascal 64 (Abacus)
Power C (Spinnaker)

available in GEOS, as well as some that could only be had by

Turtc232 (Oi spaeCs up lo 230Kbps
AcrotekCoui-Ucdem Aoapie' (for ew modem)

Big Blue Reader W :0 (SOGWAP)

It you've been wailing for GEOS to gel better, faster and more
efficient, your wail is over! Click Here Software's Wheels takes

S3U00
S338.W
5378 00

$16900
S209 00

RAMUnk w/4MB RAMCard (Special!)

I Port v I 54 (128. SC-COI . 64K VDC))

EVER CREATED FOR CEOS

S219 00
S254 00
S27P -1

SyporCPU64w/SuporRAM (16MB)

RAMUnk Base Model (OMB. No RAMCarc). .
RAMLmkw'IMBRAMCard (Special!)

THE HOTTEST UPGRADE

S179.0O

■"■•

SupcrCPU &J w/SupetHAM (no RAM instated] SuperCPU 64 wSuperRAM {A MB)
SuporCPU 64 w/SupcrRAM (8 MBJ

Shipping and Handling Charges
ntalUS
UPS

2nd

UPS 2nd

Ordei Subtotal

Ground

Day

Day Air

Air Pnrcc! AnUail or
I'OHl

■jps

SO.01 1OS19.90

SJ.75

CALL

S16.00-

SS.00

CALL

S23 00 lo $2':' 93

is 75

CALL

S17.50-

S7.00

CALL

S30.00toSS9.D9

S6 /■>

CALL

S21.O0-

S3.00

CALL

S60.00toS149 99

S7.75

CALL

S29.00-

S12.O0

CALL

S150.D01oSZ99.99

S11.00

CALL

S3 8.00-

520.00

CALL

S300.MloS799.99

516.00

CAl 1

S42 Orj'

S2B-00

CALL

SaOO.OO and up

S21.00

CALL

S55.00-

S3B.50

CALL

UPS C.O.D. add $5.00 (US only)

' Cnher shipping methods available. Cail lor details

POLICIES: CMD accepts1 Ma;Or Credit Cards, Money Orders. COD and

Personal Checks Personal Checks are held 3 weeks Customer is responsible
for shipping charges on refuseC packages Most items are stock, contact CMD
lor iiim delivery Returns for merchandise credit only within 30 days with prior
authorization Credits are less shipping, handing, taxes, cusioms. duties, and
a I5°o restocking charge. No refunds or credits on opened soflware A:t prices

ana specifications a-e subject lo change without notice CMD Business Hou.'s
(Orders) M-F. 9AM-5 30PM EST (Tech Support) M-F. IPM-5 30 PM EST.
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Der starkste SCPU-Monitor

advan
and

most powerful SuperCPU monitor is here -

you can find it on our cover disk. Read more
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about its features starting on page 7!
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[rubriken]

On our cover disk is an exclusive preview of
the upcoming 16bit SuperCPU OS CLiPS. Any

Grafikkurs:

of you who have access to a SuperCPU with

Die Welt der Partikel, Teil 2

SuperRAM can now check out the future of

22

the C64 platform. Prepare to be impressed!

;
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Graphics
tutorial
Deekay of Crest
strikes

again

he,

one

as

of

the most experienced graphicians on the C64,

is reveiiing his secrets of UIFLI and SHIFLI and
how to achieve optimum

results

in

mixing

.^-Preview GO64! issue 8/200

Drives

colors. More on page 22!

Better not miss the next issue

if you are interested in floppy
drives.

Read about a compatibility

33

review of the 1541 clone 'OC
118', which is known as (he

Classics:

'better 1541' amongst insiders.

Arch on
The

year

is

Also check out the review of
1983

A.D. One of the highlights in the gaming world
is Archon. Simple graphics, only a few sound
effects, but the game as such rocks! Yet
another proof that its the idea that counts and
not necessarily the visual effects.
but different - page 33!

It's chess,

4

CLiPS-Corner

the IDE controler, which

enables you to hook up a stan
dard IDE hard drive to your

C64 (it's also SuperCPU com
patible!)

Dear Readers,

d

RTL2 reports on the C64

■•■-:

electronics and guitar-tries to
Even the German private television evoke
"good
old
helicopter

would you believe, it's been nearly

four years since I had my first look at
the SuperCPU?

with C64 disco sounds, analoa

channel

In the (northern

hemisphere) summer of 1996, CMD sent me a very early model of
the C64 SCPU so I could use it for awhile and write a review about

it. I have this knack for finding bugs, and sure enough, the first unit I
received turned out to have a problem that other Commodore users
never witnessed. I'd only had a day or two of using the SCPU but I'd
already become "spoiled" by it. I didn't want to give it up, so I talked
Doug Cotton into sending me a new unit first so I could continue
using the one I had in the meantime.

RTL2
couldn't
help landscapes
and
experimental
becoming aware of the boom of bleeps and tshuktshuks" (says the
C64 games on the Internet. They program ...)

aired a report about classical games
(which

now

renaissance

experience

by

the

new

PC

emulators) on the evening news. By

LiepmannstraBe 7b (Fossebad)

C64 success story. Unfortunately,

30453 Hannover (Stadtteil

there wasn't time for the recent Linden/Limmer)

In my review, I remember referring to the SCPU as a "time
in that it's

made

Bei Chez Heinz

Veranstaltungszentrum GbR

the way, they recounted the 80's

developments in the C64 scene ...

machine",

Information on further concerts:

a

every day things

I do with

the

Commodore that much faster. I still the feel the same about it today.

Make me do without a hard drive, without a disk drive, but there's no

Infotelefon: 0511/21429920

E-Mail: info@beichezheinz.de
The report can also be viewed on

Internet: http://

the Internet:

www.BeiChezHeinz.de

http://www.c64games.de

way I'd be without my SCPU and Commodore.

After the initial excitement of the speed of the SCPU waned, there

Vobis brings the C64 into

was a period of what I can only describe as "hardware depression"

television

that set in. I felt I'd pushed my Commodore as far as it would go, and
this feeling was unsettling. The same feeling returned not long after

our SCPU v2 for the C128 arrived.

Initially there was excitement,

then experimentation, and then that nagging feeling returned... was
this the end of the road for my computer?

Atari 2600 cartridge sale

In March, many mouths will drop
open in front of TV screens all

This might not exactly be a news

over Germany. The big computer

item concerning Commodores, but sales chain Vobis will advertise its
it is of interest to all nostalgia-

25-points

minded

its 25th anniversary, amongst other

folks:

an

has

bought

American

program-celebrating

It's now a few years since then, and I can say with confidence that

company

my feelings were only a fleeting negativity. In September 1999,

remaining stocks of cartridges used

that some advertisement victims

in the old Atari 2600 and 7800

out

and first created a SCPU version of the viewer. Having one of these

consoles and is now selling them at

screens will be inspired to move

Stephen Judd started working on a JPEG image viewer for the C64,

up

the

things-with a C64. We are hoping

there

in

front

of the

TV

'time machines" gave him the extra processing time to work out

the laughable price of USS 0.80.

their old C64 from the attic to their

complex problems with the program, and by mid-October, he'd

The cartridges include such rarities

desks ...

released a viewer for the C64. I'm not sure we'd have a JPEG viewer

as Ms.

(vr)

if the programmer didn't have a SCPU. This one program benefits

Centipede and Galaga—all in mint

all Commodore users regardless of their type of equipment (latest

condition. For USS 16 each, you can

KOMAdat home site on the

CMD attachments or stock).

also choose from a large assortment

WWW

Since January 2000, I've been

privileged to watch and participate in the development of Maurice
Randall's WAVE program.

Pacman,

Space

Invaders,

of Atari tee-shirts.

One of the most exciting things I've

witnessed first hand is seeing my Commodore connected to the

nternet - with it's own "machine name" and "IP number" -

KOMAdat.

organizer

of

the

http://www.oshealtd.com

famous C64 traders list, will have

(ec/vr)

its own web site on the Intemel

something some of the more elitist thinking folks consider a

from now on. The publication of

'necessity" for being a "true Internet computer". Fortunately I've

the traders list has changed from a

never been an elitist, but now there's another point of pride in our

tri-monthly rhythm to a yearly one

LONG list of Commodore accomplishments.

(each October). On their web site
they

also

project:

Lately I have a new nagging feeling... that we've yet to see some

Music for insiders: "6502

incredible developments. Some of these developments may even be

ROKTEK"

software

In addition to hosting the EXPO

their

latest

"Encyclopaedia

Commodore", a database which
intends

found further within this issue...

introduce
the

to

collect all
and

hardware,

literature

ever

produced for the C64.

2000, Hannover in North Germany
Cheers,

has a new attraction: In June. "6502

Information:

Gaelyne

ROKTEK." played at the "Bei Chez

E-Mail: K0MA@go64.com

Heinz"

Internet: http://home.t-

convention

center,

which

was not their first appearance at the online.de/home/Martin.Kopetzky
http://cbm.videocam.net.au/

location. The auto-karma project-

(vr)

Commodore Connection Line - now

Thomas Danko's album "6581" is

on the Internet as well!

finished
Oliver

The famous C64 composer Thomas Danko
has finished his new CD, "6581". >From

download

what we've heard, it contains progressive
dance--a style of music comparable to the

the

new

development

SuperCPU,

new

put

"Firestarter"~is

monophon

MIDI

syntiiesizer based on the well-known C64
MOS 6581. The prototype has

the

final

stage

of

development and—once it is finished—will be
at

a

extremely

reasonable

operating

now

will

for

come

system

the

C64

with

the

in

with

a

ability

to

For this reason, Malte Mundt is working to

station: SIDsyn
Margolf~a.k.a.

http://www.brainstorm-c64.de

(vr)

display background images on its desktop.

Entering competition with the SID

offered

the CCL

E-Mail: brainstorm.c64@t-online.de

CliPS!
CliPS,

reached

the questionnaire on

Contact:

Wanted: Hires images for

http://stage.vitaminic.se/danko (vr)

already

Commodore

trade fair in Stuttgart, Germany.

-where you can also order the CD-at this

chip SID

the

look for pictures of various computer parties

address:

a

put

or information on the "Hobby&Elektronik"

You can listen to some tracks on the Intemet-

developing

has

directly at http://www.brainstorm-c64.de, or

tunes of Robert Miles.

Thomas

Biasin

Connection Line on the Internet. You can

price

(much less than the actual SID station).

together

an

image

collection

and

is

asking our readers to help him. The images
have to be in the Hires format, with a size of
320x200 pixels and two colors per 8x8 tile. All
sorts of pictures will be accepted, and the
best format to send the images in is Doodle's

(screen at S5C00, bitmap at $6000). However,

New Computer's Hell page online!
The German capital, Berlin's own C64 scene
party is now represented on the WWW. Its
home site contains reports and information
on the last two parties and their scores and

prizes. Moreover, it offers free software to
download.
http://www.f]y.to/computers_hell
(vr)

all other Hires formats will be accepted.
E-Mail: thunderblade@gmx.de
http://www.clips64.de

E-Mail: firestarter@wtal.de

New versions of the Power Mac VC20

h'.RMEa

and the C64 emulator

t>~M

The Commodore emulators "Power64" and
"Power20"
further

for

the

Macintosh

developed

and

have

improved

been

by

the

Web directory "Germany 2000/2001"

designer. The latest versions can be found on

Simmer Games

the Internet under:
http://www.auto.tuwien.ac.at/-rlieger/
Power64/index-de.html
and
http://www.auto.tuwien.2c.ac/~rliGger/

Power207index-de.htm I

The music scene seems to have a new favorite

book

instrument:

beloved

E-Mail: rlieger@kagi.com

in

the

German

Fans can

The

federal

their

state

second

of
LP

New version of 1581 copy for PCs
Wolfgang Moser has released a new version
of 1581 copy: VO.52. The program reads and
in

the

use the PC emulator that

comes with it to enjoy this and many other
Commodore

disks

bread box.

'Summer Games" in honor of the said Epyx
game.

(gb/vr)

3.5"

our

electronic pop and hiphop duo "Kirmes"-from
Miinster,

Roland Lieger

writes

(see the "News" in our January issue) is in its

Westphalia-published

Contact:

Matthias Weber's web directory "Germany"

"Summer Games" by Kirmes

Poker").

classics

However,

'Kirmes"

we

(e.g.
don't

"Samantha
know

It contains

Internet

URLs,

the

6000

including

most
the

domain of GO64! The directory has 700

pages at the price of DM 29.80 (ca. USS 13).
E-Mail: info@mw-verlag.de

Internet: http://www.web-adressbuch.de
(gb/vr)

whether

asked for the software company's

This issue's magazine disk: A game
preview of PAC IT!

including an intro, intermediate levels and a final
sequence. We're looking forward to it!
(vr)

format in an IBM-PC disk drive without any
downloaded from the Internet at:

stores.

important

permission... (vr)

1581-/FD-2000

hardware modifications. The program can be

Fox

fourth edition and can also be ordered in

Jakob Voos of Protovision sent us a surprise
minutes before we finished editing this issue: the

Preview

of "Pac

it!".

The

Classical

Games

http://www.wmsr.de

adapter allows four players to join in the fun. The

(vr)

complete version is supposed to be finished by
next fall or winter and will accept other fourplayer adapters. It will consist of various levels.

Comparade: C64 and Amiga

Wanted: Writers for the Disk-

party in Bavaria, Germany

Mag!

For five years now, the Comparade

The scene group "People of Liberty"

party has been organized near the

is looking for English texts for its
international
The

first

Disk-Mag

issue

of

beautiful city of Munich in Bavaria.

project.

the

Germany. In October 2000, the party

diskette

had reached its ninth edition and

magazine was supposed to hit the

hosted up to five hundred guests in

market by the middle of November.
You

can send in

the Amperhaile convention center in

texts either as

Emmering

Voodoo Noter files or via e-maii to:

Bavaria.

near

F'.'rstenfeldbnick.

Demo

competitions

for

C64's and Amigas were held, and

Jorg Droge

Hofackerstr. 7/2

Vintage Computer Festival "VCF 4.0"

69245 Bammental

C64 users who showed up with their
computers

got

the

tickets

for

a

reduced price.

Germany
E-Mail: joerg@droege.as

The Vintage Computer Festival was celebrated for
the fourth time on September 30th and October 1st

Further information can be found on

at the San Jose Convention Center in San Jose,

the Internet at:

California, USA. Amongst the exhibitors was the

http://www.pol-c64.de

Fresno Commodore User Group who presented lots

(vr)

of new developments at their stall.

Further information can be had from:
Andi Brandmair

Am Eichenhain 3
82275 Emmering
Germany
E-Mail: comparade@gmx.net
Weitere Infos im Internet unler:

A look at the face of - The
Scene!

Satyr,

Informationen im Internet unter:

http://www.comparade.de

http://www.vintage.org

(vr)

Igb/vr)

from the P.O.L. group, is

organizing

"The

Scene"

project

World of Commodore/Amiga

which is designed to make the scene

USA

known to the wider public. To this
end he wants to convert photographs

During

of well-known sceners {only if they
agree,

of course) onto

many

users

would

the C64;
surely

interested to see what the people

accompanying

text

no

later than

March, 31st, 2001 - that's all it takes
for you to join. Photos for "The
Scene" will also be taken at die

2001,

Amiga". The event is scheduled for
three to four days and is explicitly

Willow Party 2000

behind the screens really look like.

should send in a picture with a short

2000/spring

USA for the "World of Commodore;

be

Anyone who wants to participate

winter

preparations are under way in the

directed

In October 2000, we saw the revival of the Willow
Party, which sadly couldn't be held the year before.

at

Amiga and C64/C128

users(!). If you want to give a hand in

planning

and

coordinating,

please

contact the organizers at:

The three-day computer party—which took place
near Detmold, in the German federal state of North-

Amiga@merlancia.com

Rhine-Westphalia-specializes

www.worldofcommodoreaniiga.com

exclusively

in

"Willow Party" if you want to take

C64s. By the way: Women only had to pay a third of

part. If you want to actually help

the entrance fee...

http://www.merlancia.com/woca/
(gb/vr)

organize the project. Satyr is still
looking for people to help program

Further information:

and convert images.
Satyr
P.O.Box 101234
06512 Sangerhausen

ommodore / Amiga

E-Mail: Floyd_Tmp@gmx.net
Post:

Stefan Schauf,

Remmighauser StraBe 97, 32760

2OO1

Detmold, Germany, (vr)

GERMANY
Telefon: +49(0)3464/576559
SMS: +49(0)173/7388147
E-Mail: hellbillity@gmx.de

Ruth Hackley deceased

(vr)

The Commodore community has lost one of its prized members. Ruth Hackley, the wife of Ron Hackley
who programmed "Fun Graphics Machine", died at the age of 77 in Roseburg, Oregon on July. 27th 2000.
She was a member of the local Commodore / Amiga user group and was well-beloved all around for her
friendly and competent help in various mailing lists and news groups.
We will not forget her. (vr)

DreaMon

explained now. Some commands have <Area>
or <Range> as

<Range>

is

a parameter,

a substitute

like 'd'

or 'i'.

for a number of

possibilities listed in table 1.
An <Area> describes a block of memory by two

Good news for all SuperCPU-programmers! Finally there is a tool
which uses the power of the acceleration card during the
development of its own projects. We are proud to present to you a

values: the start- and the end address. Both are
seperated by one or more spaces. The end

address must be greater than the start address.

machine-language monitor which beats every other ever seen on

The default numeric system for all addresses is

the C64. Because of the high compatibility of the SuperCPU, even

hex.

"pure" C64-projects can benefit from the possibilities of DreaMon.
But check out yourself...
by Chrisloph Thelen

Tabelle 1: Options for range-parameters

DreaMon is a powerful assembly language
monitor

for

SuperRamCard.

the
Some

SCPU.
of

It

its

requires

features

a

are:

different type of freeze-points, a comfortable
scroll-mode, flexible terms, definable function
keys and VDC-support on a C128.

Getting started
After you

run

the

d

(rom actual address on down (in scrollmode)

d aOOO

a single address

d aOOO bOOO

forward from SaOOO to $b000

d bOOO aOOO

backwards from SbOOO to SaOOO (screen scrolls up)

d =a000

from SaOOO on backwards in scrollmode

d a000=

from SaOOO on forward in scrollmode

d aOOO = bOOO

forward from SaOOO to SbOOO in scrollmode

d bOOO = aOOO
DreaMon a

little

backwards from SbOOO to SaOOO in scrollmode

The default numeric system for all addresses is hex.

menu

appears. Here you can select the destination in

depends on how many labels and macros you

the SRam. Use the cursor keys to move the bar

want to use. The displayed suggestion should be

around and press return to edit a field. To edit a

more than enough for beginning.

Assemble - Enter assembler code. The syntax

is:

number, use the cursor keys, home, clear, stop

and ctrl-cursors (to move to start/end of the

Commands

After your done, the config tool disappears and

field). Return confirms the input. 'Code' is the

leaves a little SYS which you should keep in

a

position of the DreaMon itself. 'Text' is a buffer

mind. This is the way to start DreaMon from

<StartAddress>

for labels and fkeys. The code must not cross a

basic.

or

a

<Opcode>

The first form shows the address again in the

bank border. To keep an eye on this the current

end address is displayed behind the input field.

<ScartAddress>

New parameter-types

next line where you can enter the opcode. After
a line was entered the next address is shown one

False inputs are denied, of course. The size of
the text buffer is variable. It can reach from 2

DreaMon accepts the usual 'byte' and 'word'

line below. There you can continue with your

pages up to all available SRam. An efficient size

some

code:

other

parameter-types,

which

are

a

cOOO

aOOCOOO

a9

00

Ida

#$00

aOOC002

IF the 'follow Rep/Sep' is active the size of the

accumulator and index registers is adjusted if
one of this opcodes is entered. The M and X
flags of the processor status are not altered by
this.

The

default

numeric

system

for

all

numbers is Hex.

Compare - Compare two memory areas and
print the differences. If the 'verbose mode' is
active not only the addresses are shown but also
the different contents. The syntax is:
c

<area>

<destination>

This little tool copies DreaMon into the SRAM. You can select where the

<destination> is the start of the memory block

code and text buffer should be placed, 'code' is DreaMon itself, and 'text' is

which should be compared to <Area>. The

a buffer for FKey and label definitions.

default numeric system for all parameters is

I :
q

I

DREftMON
PC
EdBE147
OB

loo

91.8

3791

DP

ooao

RELEASE)

<G064!

f

X

OflOC

SPm HU-BDIZCE
U1FB 081188111

DREAMON

Ui.e

CG064!

PC
C86E147

A
8791

X
6006

RELEASE*

at

37

DB
368

DP
8066

>60C668
>88C662
>88C885
A88C686

The startup message of DreaMon.

V
606C

SPTR
01F8

HU-BDIZCE
601106X11

61
37
LDA

A3 08
8D 28 DO
1A
STA D815B

**$8Q

STA
INC

SD628

hex.

Disassemble - Disassembles a memory area. If
the

'follow

Rep/Sep'

mode

is

active

the

accumulator and index register size is adjusted

if one of these opcodes occurs. The M and X

The default numeric system for assembling is hex. This means you can

flag of the processor status are not altered by

omit the 'S' before 'dO15" and DreaMon will add it automatically.

this. The syntax is:
d <Range>

should be filled with. It may contain numbers of

hex.

any length (byte, word, longj and strings (which

The output of the 'd' command can be edited.

must be identified by quoiation marks).
Go Example: The memory area from Si000 to

Fill-Fill a memory area with bytes. The syntax

$3000 should be filled with the text "hello!",

is:

which is terminated by a zero byte.

f <Area>

<Pattern>

Exit

the DreaMon

and jump

to

the

specified address. The syntax is:
g

<address>

The default numeric system for <address> is
f

1000

3000

"hello! ",0

hex.

<Pattern> is a list of parameters seperated by
commas. It describes the byte pattern <Area>

The default numeric system for all parameters is
Hunt - Searches a number of bytes in a memory

area. A hit is reported by the address. The

I COGp
.OOCOOO
I C188
.00C106

syntax is:

ABCDEFGHI

C CD08 C888 CJL86
00C606/Q0C186 47/48

C C888
88C886

h

ABCDEFHGI1

80C807/88C187

48/47

C888 C188
86C007

<Area>

<WildpaCt.ern>

<Wildpattem> is similar to the till command's

pattern.

It is a list of numbers and strings

seperated by commas. The numbers can be up to
3 bytes long (byte, word and long). Hex, bin and
oct numbers can contain "?'.

>9QCO16

A00C812

A3

IE

O C688 C188 "LDA'
>80C618 A9 IE

O

C688

08C618

C188

"LDA1

Example:
h

1000

1100

f?

...searches for ail bytes which upper nibble is Sf.
This is not possible with decimal values as the
seperate digits do not define clearly the used
bits.
Example:

The 'verbose hunt' mode affects the output of the "compare' and 'opcode
hunt' commands. In the upper examples in each case the mode is active. In
this mode the compare command shows the different memory contents.
sf

O
O

Sc006 holds $47 and Sc106 contains $48. The 'opcode hunt1 command
shows the disassembled line which contains the search pattern.

h eOOO

10000

"basic"

...searches for the string 'basic' (like in the C64startup screen)

h 2300

2600

Table 2: Ctrl+Shift-Keys

fff?

...searches for $ffID bis Sffff.

Ctrl-Shift f

follow Rep/Sep On/Off

Ctrl-Shift h

verbose hunt/opcodehunt, print a bit more info than just an
address

h aOOO

cOOO

Ctrl-Shift m

toggle accu 8/16 Bit (M flag is not touched)

Ctrl-Shift v

switch VideoMode: (Vic, VDC 2531, VDC Super6)

Ctrl-Shift x

toggle X,Y-Reg. 8/16 Bit {X flag is not touched)

Ctrl-Shift 0-9

Set S01 to #S3x (e.g.: Ctrl-Shift 5 is like Ida #$35:sta 1}

Ctrl-Shift +

More Lines (only VDC2531 and Super6)

Ctrl-Shift -

Less Lines (only VDC2531 and Super6)

Ctrl-Cursors

Move cursor to the screen borders (Ctrl-Down = move to

d,"ok",d,0

...searches for the string return, 'ok', return,
which is terminated by a zero. (This is a
message from the basic rom)

last line)

ASCII and Screencode dump - Shows the

Ctrl-Shift m and x only change internal flags for accu and register sizes.

contents of a memory area with ASCII or

The M and X flag of the processor status is not altered.

screencodes. The syntax is:
i

<Range>

for Ascii

j

<Range>

for

dump

I 886
.868808

Screen dump

D !247±=
>8889A7
>8889A8
>8869A9
>8889AB

The number of printed bytes per line can be

>8889AC

defined with the 'pt' command.

>8863AE
>80Q9AF

>8889B±

with files larger than 64K. During the process
the current address is shown up to which the file

>8689B6
>6869B9
>8883CD

18

>Q0Q9CE

>0889CF

>88B9D2
>6669D4

"name",<Device>

>0QG9D6
>8809D8

[,<StartAddress>]

F8
A3
18
69
D8
36

>8889B3
>8889B6

is already loaded. The syntax is:
1

78

A2
BD
DD

Load - Loads a program into memory. Load
works across bank borders and has no problems

rjiains5247i[

>8689DB
£6889DE

99

#399

81
8D

DD
D8

86
79
C6

FB

8D
A3
85
C2
A9

A2
A6

E4
89

C6
12

89

7B
34

D6

01
38
B7

EF
48

$8889BE
*#S86
$E479,X
S89C6.X

£89C6,X

SDG7B

I4S34

581

**S38
4*$48B7

48

83
BF

ttSOSEF

HSBF48

If the file's StartAddress should be ignored the

desired

one

can

be

defined

with

The scrollmode is a feature to browse fast and easily through code. The '<-'

<StartAddress>. Load can be interrupted with

key follows the operand. For the 'CMP' opcode (at S9b6) it shows a memory

the stop key. The default numeric system for

dump of $9c6. Two lines down at S9b9 it follows the branch opcode to S9cd.

<Device> is Dec! For <StartAddress> it is hex.

If the 'follow Rep/Sep' mode is active the accumulator's and/or index
registers' sizes are adjusted if a 'rep' or 'sep' opcode is found (at $9d6).

ASCII

and

Screencode

memory

dump

-

Shows die contents of a memory area with

ASCII or screencodes and die corresponding

The number of printed Bytes per line can be

Opcode

hex values. The syntax is:

defined with the 'pt' command.

disassemble and hunt. It disassembles every

hunt

-

Opcode

hunt

combines

address and examines the result. If there is a hit,
m <Range>

for

n <Range>

for Screen memory dump

the address will be printed. If" 'verbose hunt'-

ASCII memory dump

Table 3: Keys in Scrollmode
Cursor Up/Down one step up/down

Table 4: Possible arithmetic instructions

T,<,>

bank-, hi-, lo-byte

mod

modulo

*,/

multiply/divide

+, -

add/subtract
positive/negative sign

Space

one step in actual direction

Return

only in disass-mode: follow operand

+, -

*—

return to address before 'follow operand'

», «

right/left shift

+/-

next/previous byte

@a

AND

d

switch to disass-mode

@n

NOT

i

switch to ASCII-Dump Mode

@e

EOR

j

switch to Screen-Dump Mode

@o

OR

m

switch to Mem-ASCII-Dump Mode

n

switch to Mem-Screen-Dump Mode

Stop

exit scrollmode

The operations are listed by their priority, "@o" having the
lowest.
Brackets can override given priority.

o

Christoph Thelen, born in 1977, got his first C64 1987. Programming

mode is active, the disassembled line will be

was his favourite activity from the beginning. He is also known in the

printed as well. The syntax is:
o

<Area>

scene as "Doc Bacardi/The Dreams". When he wanted to start
developing for the SuperCPU, he missed the necessary tools for that.

<Wildpattern>

DreaMon was created to put an end to this situation. The version
presented here is not the final one, however. Some ideas are still in

<Wildpattem> is the same parameter as used in
the hunt instruction.

Christoph's mind. If you want to support him, tell him your ideas,
criticism and bugreports via Email:
til I8@advm2.gm.fh-koeln.de

Preferences - Sets some preferences.
pt <DumpLength>,

<MemDumpLength>

F
which

will

be

screendurap

printed

by

commands

<MemDumpLength>

is

the ASCII

T
the

and

and

same

for

C890

C848
1

I C008 C848
i
.00CG0G
.88C628

<DumpLenyth> is the number of bytes per line

'j*.

H C818
:88C818:

the

memory dump commands 'm' and 'n'. Only
The default numeric system for both parameters

45

41

52

88

42

88C832
H

i
C648

00C019

is hex.

42

C848
MBEII,4?."R11
\
880885
08C88A 8GC88F
I
I88C61E 88C823 880828
IB8C837

h caea
88C888

values which still fit on the screen are accepted.

88

42,"E",5245,8

C888

080819

45 ^B
08C814
88C02D

"BEAR",8,"BE",?,52,8

Registers - Shows the registers: accumulator.
X, Y, processor flags, stack pointer, emulation
flag, program counter, direct page, data bank,
program bank and the content of $01.

The

syntax is:

The 'fill' and 'hunt1 commands accept a list of numbers and strings. The
Save - Saves a memory area. Save works across

numbers may be up to 3 bytes (24 bits) long. The 'hunt' command also

bank borders and has no problems with files

accepts the wildcard '?', which matches any value. It can be used as a

larger than 64K.. During the process the current

part of a number (as in the upper example) or as a complete number

address is shown up to which ihe file is already

(lower example).

saved. The syntax is:
s

"name",<Device>,<Area>

of <Area>. The default numeric system for all

<Area>. Swap works uLso without problems if

parameters is hex.

<Destinalion> is inside of <Area>. The default

numeric system for all parameters is Hex.

[,<LoadAddress>]

The standard load address of the file is the start

** Verify** - Compares a memory block with

of the memory area. If the file should later be

the contents of a file. Verify works across bank

Exit - Exits the DreaMon and continues at the

loaded to a different location il can be defined

borders and has no problems with files larger

current program counter. The syntax is:

with <LoadAddress>. Save can be interrupted

than 64K. During the process the address is

with the stop key. The default numeric system

shown up to which the file is already compared.

for <Device> is dec! For all other parameters it

The syntax is:

is hex.
v

Manage tVcezvpoints - Show, set and clear

"name",<Device>

Freezepoints. '?.' without any paramters shows

[,<StartAddress>]

all Freezepoints. A Freezepoint is set by

Transfer - Copies a memory area. The Syntax
The file is compared from its startAddress on by

is:

default. Another position can be defined with

z

<DesCinaCion>

<SiartAddress>. Verify can be interrupted with

[<Paramecer>]

<Dcstination> is the start of the memory block

<Device> is dec! For <StartAddress> it is hex.

t

<Area>

<Address>

<JumpType><Action>

the slop key. The default numeric system for

parameters. Freezepoints can also be set during

also without problems if <Destination> is inside
Table 5: Additional F-Keys

Please take a look at the Freezepoinl chapter

where you can find a closer description of all

<Area> should be copied lo. Transfer works
Swap - Exchanges two memory blocks. The

assembly. You can find out more about this also

syntax is:

in

the

Freezepoints

chapter.

Freezepoint can be deleted with

c= & F1

F9

Ctrl &F1

F10

c= & F3

F11

Ctrl & F3

F12

c= & F5

F13

Ctrl &F5

F14

c= & F7

F15

Ctrl &F7

F16

w <Area>

<Descination>
z

<Destinalion>

is

the start

address

<Addrsss>

of the

memory block which should be exchanged with

All Frcczepoints can he deleted with

A

single

Table 7: Freezepoint options

Table 6: Freezepoint-Types
Type

Needs...

Length

Condition...

Type

Parameters

Actions

J

the vectors at

3

I/O must be active

N (Normal)

none

just jumps to DreaMon

(JSR)

$d3xx

and the freezepoint

C (Count)

must reside in bank 0
L

4

nothing

none

A (Activate)

(JSL)

<n> (a number from 0

Freezes at the (n+1 )-th time

to Sff)

(so n=0 is like 'normal')

<n> (a number from 0

activates the bits specified

to Sff)

in <n>, nothing more

<n> (a number from 0

freezes if at least one bit

to Sff)

from <n> is activated

happens
Command reference:
Command

R (Remote)

Parameter

Function

a

address Opcode

assemble

c

Area Destination

compare

d

Range

disassemble

f

Area Pattern

fill

9

Address

go

h

Area Wildpattem

search

i

Range

ascii dump

i

Range

screencode dump

"Filename" [.Device

load

i

m

Range

memory ascii dump

n

Range

memory screencode dump

0

Area Wildpattem

opcode hunt
preferences
show registers

r

£line6=40Q*6*!4G

£ColLineB=(£Iine6
J

£lineG

/8QB4fQ

3 ff)

+

d888

load"dreaMon ",8

n ±CplLine6
:90d3f0

and

Oe

Oe

Oe

Oe

Oe

ft*

n*»

RnuUlll^ltlilililil

18

od

uu

ia

ua:nrmMtriH

j £lint?6+4*»48
,088593 ready.

[.Load address] ]

P

The default numeric system for all parameters is hex.

s

"Filename", Device,

t

Area Destination

copy memory

V

"Filename" [.Device

verify

save

w

dOOO+<'!'<«>

a

cQGO

:88dlQ8

>00cBB6
>0OcO02

aO0cO84

18

18

a9
a2

20
27

Sta

18

Ida

£line6,x

t*S20
tt$27

Range [.Load address]

[.Load address] ]
w

Area Destination

swap memory

X

exit

z

manage Freezepoints

define/use/delete Label

E
?

Term

show result of term

@

[#Device][command]

send DOS command /
show status

edit disassembler output

>

edit ASCII dump output
edit screencode dump

>

output
edit memory ascii dump
output;

edit memory screencode
dump output

[

display/edit first half of

]

display/edit second half of

your (hardware-) monitor. The number of lines
is changed the same way as in the 'VDC253T

mode. Because both modes use the VDC chip
they are only available on a Ci28.

Scrollmode
The scrollmode enables you lo browse fast and
easily

through

memory.

After

each

line,

DreaMon waits for a key which can be one of
those mentioned in table 3.

Furthermore the

Ctrl-Shift keys are also active.
'Follow operand' can be used 63 times before a
return address gets lost.

registers
registers

Default numeric systems
It always bugged me that most monitors insist
on a 'S' before a hex number though no other
numeric system is supported. DreMon not only
supports hex, dec, bin and oct but also has

z

all

keycombinations. They are listed in table 2.

The default numeric system for all parameters is

The videomode 'VDC2531' uses [he 80 columns

Hex.

screen of a C12S. Change the number of lines

Ctrl-Shift keys

'CTRL-Shift -'. The 'Superb' mode is similar to

from 25 up to 31 with 'CTRL-Shift V and
'VDC2531' but uses another charset which is
Some of the functions of DreaMon can be

only 6 pixels high. This way more lines fit onto

accessed

the screen. Tile maximum amount depends on

anytime

by

using

Ctrl-Shift-

"default numeric systems". This is the numenc
system which is most common in a situation,
e.g. hex while assembling. This system can be

used without its prefix. Instead of
aOOCOOO

ldx

#$cO

it's enough to enter
aOOCOOO

ldx

#cO

DreaMon adds the missing 'S' automatically.

A three digit hex number is already two bytes

Hex

long

is

almost always

the

default system.

Exceptions are the device number, where dee is

and

so

absolute

addressing

is

Logically, this will also work:

A freezepoint interrupts the running program

aOOCOOO

chips are saved so you can return to the program

and jumps to DreaMon. All registers of the I/O-

default. Of course, you can select everywhere
another system
prefix,

by using the correspondiny

namely

"!"

for

decimal.

"$"

sea

OOfb

for

hexadecimal. "&" for octal and "%" for binary.

like nothing has happened. There are two types
But why wasting energy on senseless things?

oi'freezepoints which are distinguished by their

aOOCQOO

The memory at the position of the frcezepoini is

way how to jump to DreaMon (look at table 6).

Additionally numbers can be described by any

combination of bin. oct, dec and hex as well as

Freezepoints

used.

sta

OOOfb

saved and replaced by the jump command. So

labels and terms, Read more about it in the

is no longer absolute addressing but long, as

he sure not to get hit by selfmodifying code (sec

five hex nibbles need three bytes. Of course, this

below

method of enlarging number works only for

freezepoint is executed the original memory is

numeric systems where the number of digits

restored. While you arc in DreaMon you see the

clearly defines the length in bytes. That is the

original memory. The disassemble command

All label have to start with a '{Pound}'. A label

case with bin, hex and oct, but not with dec. It"

shows a little comment behind a line where a

is defined by

an argument consists of several numbers, the

freezepoint resides.

chapter "Terms".

Labels

what to do

in

this

case)!

After the

biggest enlarging is taken for the result. Note
£<labelname>

=

that labels can be enlarged, too.

<term>

If a freezepoint is reached,

four things can

happen as listed in table 7. Activate and remote

freezepoinls only work in combination. They

The labelname may contain any char except one

of the following: "+*-/()<>& (Arrow Up!" and

Disk commands

are used in cases of critical timing routines or

self modification code where the other types

space. The default numeric system for <term> is
hex. To delete a label just skip <Term>.

'@' sends a command to the serial bus or reads

will not work.

Example: Define the label "border" with the

the status, [fa device other than the default one

written to memory if you set them. They are jusl

value $dO2O

should

kept in mind by DreaMon until the program

fborder

-

SdO20

he

used,

it

can

be

specified

by

Remote freezepoints are not

'^Device-*' right behind the '@\ The default

encounters an activate freezepoint.

numeric

remote freezepoint is written to the memory and

system

command

to

be

for
sent

<term>
can

is

be

dec.

The

enclosed

in

Now the

can be executed. The parameter for both types is

Define die label "Background" witJi the value

quotation marks, but even spaces within the

a bit

$dO21:

command do nol require this. '$' as a command

activated. If an activate point with parameter

shows the directory. Before a scraleh or new

SI 5 is found, all remote freezepoints are written

command is executed, you have to confirm the

to memory which have either set hit 0, 2 or 4 in

operation. Examples:

their parameter, e.g one with 532.

@i

initialise the actual device

There are two ways to set a freezepoint. Either

@S

show the directory of the actual device

with the the Y command (please take a look in

@#IOi

set the actual device to 10 and

the

initialise it

assembling or editing disassembled output. The

@#10i

...the same for space lovers

opcode at the position where you want to freeze

@#9

set the actual device to 9 and show its

has to be replaced by 'z<jump type><action>'

status

and a parameter for count, activate and remote.

set the actual device to 10 and show

Example: This is the point where you want to

the directory

freeze:

£Background

=

{Pound}border

+1

mask to

define

which

freezepoint

is

Delete the label "border":
£border

-

Of course,

the

annoying

spaces

in

these

examples are unnecessary.

!w!f\0S

Terms

ehapler

manage

frce/.epoinls)

or

while

Whenever a command expects a number ii can
>00c018

be specified by a term. The arithmetic listed in
table 4 may be used. Example (all commands do

ad

20

dO

Ida

Sd020

F-Keys
Example 1: Now you type

the same):
DreaMon knows more than the usual

eight

m c002

function keys. Eight more are accessed with the

m

!49152 + 8»2

C= and the Ctrl key (see table 5). All F-keys

m

(8-*-4)*1000

+

2

20

dO

zjn;SdO2O

except FI6 can contain macros. To record a

to set a 'normal' 'JSR' type (the semicolon after

macro press F16 first. After that the cursor

'zjn' marks the end of the line. DreaMon ignores

blinks faster than normal. Now press the F-key

the rest behind it)

this

F-K.ey

ends

recording.

A

macro

While assembling DreaMon normally selects

contain other macros.

the

contain the text 'm 478' and Return.

possible

ad

for the macro and start typing. Another hit on

"Enlarging numbers"

shortest

>00c018

address-mode.

But

Example:

FI

may

Example 2:

should
>00c018

ad

20

dO

zlcl2;$dO2O

sometimes this is not desired (e.g. if absolute
should be used instead of zeropage). To specify

<F16>

<F1>

"m

478"

<RETURN>

<F1>

has, this number has to be prefixed by enough
zeros. Example: sta Sfb should be absolute
aOOCOOO

sta

Ofb

to set a 'count' 'JSL' type, which freezes after
being run IS (=S12) times.

a longer address mode than a number normally
Macros are still available after a system melt.

(ws)

CLiPS - Comer
First preview

released!
Just as in every product for the M these
days, CLiPS is being developed in the
spare

time

system

of

its

maker.

programmer,

Unfortunately,

Chester

Kollschen.

It is time; we're proud to present to you on this month's coverdisk
the first, exclusive preview of CLiPS, the new operating system for
the SuperCPU! Insert the disk into your drive and try it out!

doesn't have much of it for the time being;
he's working intensively in finishing a game

project for the SuperCPU, namely the game

"Metal Dust", which he took over from its

bv Malic Mundt

original author shortly before. As soon as
this project is finished, he'll continue the
work on CLiPS. In order to make time go by

until

then, he's released the first official

preview of CLiPS for the readers of GO64!/

Welcome to CLiPS

Commodore World.

i3Ci6H!/Comrviodore- World

You can run the demo version directly from

you thi* e-Mclufive de-mo S/erfion of

the GO64! coverdisk, and of course, you can

the- CLiPS GUI U1.2.

just as well copy it to a CMD HD, FD, or
RAMLink and run it from there. It's not

VVifit u* on the- We-b:
http://www.506M.de-

necessary

http://www.clipi6H.de-

to

SWAP

the

devices;

on

the

contrary, CLiPS needs the devices under
their "real" addresses. Load and run the
file called "Boot", and CLiPS' automatic
hardware identification will be started. The
program

will

stop

if

it

doesn't

find

a

SuperCPU and if it can't find a SuperRAM
card equipped with RAM - CLiPS can't run
without these. Then all present drives are
cheeked. It also checks if there is

CLiPS is giving you a hearly welcome - check our cover disk!

a real-time clock anywhere to provide CLiPS
with the current date and time.

you're leaving CLiPS! When you're in Basic

partition of the RAM drive (RAMLink) will

mode, you can return to the CLiPS Desktop

be displayed. In the upper left comer, beside

The following disk access may take a while,

by holding the <Control> key and pressing

the window title, you can see the little paper

because it doesn't yet use any optimized

<Restore>. This key combination works as

clip symbol which serves as a close gadget.

fast load routines or the like. After some time,

long as the NMI vector isn't changed. This

In Pathfinder windows, the title bar shows

the

(the

means that you can even return to CLiPS

the drive chosen. In the upper right, there are

background picture); the Desktop has loaded

while GoDot is running. But the main reason

minimize and full-screen gadgets. The latter

and a window opens showing a welcome

why the Basic Prompt exists is to have a

brings the window to the full-screen size. If

message. Click "OK." to go on. From this

quick

the

chosen, the symbol changes its appearance,

point on, you'll need a CMD Smartmouse or

command line, like sending

and clicking on it a second time restores the

aeCommodore

floppy commands. Later versions of CLiPS
will offer a shell for such purposes.

the window to its original size. Using the

blue

CLiPS

screen

turns

1531-compatible

gray

mouse,

because the demo version doesn't support

and easy way to

work

from

joysticks and joystick mice yet.

minimize

symbol,

you

can

remove

the

window from the Desktop. But don't worry -

The Pathfinder and window handling
The Desktop

you can always get it back by using the Task
Bar, which you can reach by clicking the

Clicking on the Pathfinder icon will bring up

mouse at the lower border of the screen.

Now the screen shows three icons. "Basic

an window showing all drives that CLiPS

We'll explain this a little later. Back to the

Prompt", the one at the bottom, is the easiest

recognizes when it boots. As soon as you

to guess; with it, you can switch into the C64

Pathfinder - the function of die pull-down

choose one of them, the directory of the disk

Basic mode. However, this does not mean

menus is self-explanatory, except that most

or hard drive (CMD HD), or the default

of the menu entries aren't working yet in this

to open more Pathfinder windows - also for
the same drive, but for another partition, for
instance. Later versions will allow dragging
and dropping files to copy or move them

between

drives,

partitions,

and

subdirectories.
The "Control Panel"
Here you can change various configurations.

Under "Time/Date-Settings",

for

instance,

you can adapt the diplay format of dates and
times to that of your own country. Another
P » Pathfinder

interesting possibility is to read the time
from

C" C » Control

a

real-time

clock

and

wrile

it

to

another, if the system has more than one.

C" B » Basic Prompt

In "Keyboard Layout", you can select the

C« a » Quit CLiPS

keyboard setting used by CLiPS. Here, you

Context menus are invoked with the right mouse button

can define your preferred keys for special
characters and umlauts, or swap the "Y" and

demo version.

The Task

If you drag the lower right comer of a
window while pressing the mouse button,
you can freeiy adjust its size. Also note the

proportional

scrollbars

that

adapt

automatically.

shows
grams

i[3

currently
running

-

above

the

subdirectories

there,

you

can

quickly

and

□09

and

matter

whether

you

w

i.

&

6afic Prompt

easily

change the current partition.
No

It

*

Sfe:

U JU ill I Hi FWra;ft> \

filenames, you see the word "Partitions".
From

w

Control. Pan ■-I.

all pro

An important note for FD, HD, or RAMLink
users

1 /^

Bar

I I

i

^)| CLiP-Switch * fipplication Manager j©|t3 I IeJ 1 -XT \f J||Time
keep

the

drive

window open or minimize it, you can always
click upon the Pathfinder icon on the Desktop

[Device CMD FD

Control Panel

|Time/DGte

| Desktop Feature*

Device CBMI541

[CLiP-Switch

10t09:£3

| Keyboard

Investigated
Competition stimulates business,

has a huge market and

doesn't it?

developers

by Malte Mundt

working

large

teams of

full-time,

poeple

there is similar work going on a system

called

JOS.

Two

ingenious

spare time, which is often scarce, with their

management,

enthusiasm

support, and much more. One of them is

their

only

source

of

drive

for

are

inventing

as

solutions

minds

working on the 64 are working during their

handling,

window
hardware

motivation.

wasting his time. They would be much
further along by now if they were

Why CLiPS. some of you might ask? There's

Wheels, after all. But those who've already
seen CLiPS in action know its worth.

So let's face the facts. Developing AND

working together, working on the issues

actually completing a gigantic project, like a

each has the most experience in - which

However, will there be as much software for
CLiPS as there is for Wheels right now? In

complete operating system with a graphical

would guarantee high efficiency.

interface, requires a larger effort than you

might think. In my opinion, the only hope for

However, the human ego stands between

the future lies in cooperation. We'd like to

reality and this ideal view. Any ideal product

top

have one great OS - not several competing

of cooperation among the authors of CLiPS,

performance, that runs stably, with all the
software available you could wish for - that's

ones. Think of the work that was put into

JOS, and Wheels would not be the creation

GEOS MegaPatch 3. And yet, today people

of a single person, exactly fitting his own

particular, projects like The Wave...?
Develop

an

operating

system

with

something nobody has done yet, no matter

are are only interested in Wheels - and it's no

ideas.

on which platform. Either the system is more
or less junk, and there are heaps of software
for it; or it's a great system with no software:

wonder that the author, Markus Kanet, has

compromises for a common system?

disappeared from the scene. Now, CLiPS

or something in-between. And while the PC

has come to reinvent not the wheel but the

airplane. Yet on the other side of the globe,

And

who

is

willing

to

make

According to the author, the current version

Control Pan*!.

is not stable enough yet for a public release.

The

version

contained

on

our coverdisk

doesn't yet allow moving windows beyond
the screen border, and the multi-tasking is
not fully working. Nevertheless, the current
Display in SMh format

version impressively demonstrates the look
and fee! and also the performance offered by

Separator

CLiPS.

While you watch as the window

borders are drawn by TopDcsk in

DVMD

1

MHz

mode, CLiPS allows you to move windows

GhDV HDMY

across the screen with their full contents, and
it's quick even at I MHz. This shows what

Separator

you can get out of a 65816 CPU with
optimized programming.

3 -Cirri found Device with RTC
Device:

none

at U00

And

□

now...

Have

fun

with

our

CLiPS

preview!

(gt>)

Extensive date & time selections

"2" keys. The key combinations using the

Restrictions

Shift and Commodore keys can be edited as
well.

This demo version of CLiPS is a relatively

old

but

stable

version

of

the

kernel.

"Desktop Features" is another menu entry
already functional. In the current version, it
allows

you

to

load

other

background

pictures, which have to be in Hi-Res Doodle
format.

The

coverdisk

contains

some

***

The Computer-Specialist

***

C16 - C116 - PLUS/4 - 1541 - 1551 - 1571 - 1581 - C64 Drucker - 1530 - 1531 - VC20 - C128 - C128D - PC

pictures in this format!

Hardware

The Task Bar and Desktop

Printer-Spooler, Books, 256KB RAM;Free-,
PD-,
Shareware,
Extension for P4, C16-C116-P4-C64- userprograms, data-transfer, RS232,
1541-1551-1581 exchange-units and Centronics,
superbase,
FIG-

As we mentioned above, clicking the mouse
button at the lower screen border brings up

the Task Bar. It shows all currently running
tasks; by the way, the Task Bar itself is also

there, under the name "CLiPSwitch". The
symbols at the upper right are shortcuts. The
Exit shortcut is already active,

as

is

the

Pathfinder shortcut, just in case there are so

many windows on
Pathfinder icon

is

the Desktop

that the

hard to reach without

scrolling a lot. The Task Bar is removed as

soon as one of the buttons is clicked (if it's
occupied) or the close symbol is used.

CLiPS offers context menus that can be
invoked by pressing the right mouse button.
You should try this on the Desktop; the "New
Link" option lets you create a new link, also
called "alias" on Macintosh computers. In

theinput line for the name, you can test the
selections you've made in the "Keyboard

Layout". "Browse" brings up the extended
version of the Pathfinder, which serves as a
file browser here.

'Software

PCBs, Mouse with adapters and driver, I FOURTH. LOGO. ULTRA-FORTH,
RS232-Cenlronics+data

transfer! Game-

USA-

+

Hungaria

Soft,

interfaces, with software, increased iTurbotape Super for 64KB C16/C116.
powerunits. 1200 + 1400 mA for|A!l disks total full with 170KByte.

C16/C116. romfisting 3.5 , mailbox-i Programs each 9,50 DM, GEOS,
working,
EPROMs,;PAOS for P4, Sound, speach and
landbooks+manuals,

module, imodulsoft.

Original

oysticks,disks, IEC488 interface, P4 inC16/C116/Plus4

German.

64KB

REU for C16/C116. crack prog rams,

+

GEOS

1551,

3.5

copy

for

and

machine-language.

'Das grolie PLUS4 Buch" for 19,50 CALC + SCRIPT in German, nibbler,
DM, "Das groGe C64 Buch1 for 29.80 etc.
DM, dataset-justage II
Special offers: Power supplies, printer. Discount for disks:

16/C116.

floppie-heads.

monitors,

PCBs

computers, 5

1541

ommodore ICs, transistors, etc.

Repair and service:

10

15

20 30

50 75

pieces

II, i 1520 25 30 40 50 60 % discount
now only 9,50 DM PER DISK

Advising service daily 9 am to 8 pm

Repair from 29.50 DM + material in 24 hours. All original spareparts moduf. Cable.

adapters. RAMs, plugs, extensions, single parts. Floppy repair from 39,50 DM +
material. Keyboards, modulaters. crystals, all power supplies, exhangtng-units and
CBs. LEDs, circuit-diagrams, ICs, paddle+cable for 1551, paddle-sticks for C64,
eprom-banks with 12x switch and 2x6 set places, shielding for 1551

for noises,

keyboard cleaning, utility modules with your own software or standards...

One everytime new bonus-disk per order and informations with
tips and tricks and our big advising service for the costumers

*** ELEKTRONIK - TECHNIK ***
*** Ing. Uwe Peters VDI/DGQ ***
Tannenweg 9, D-24610 Trappenkamp, Germany
Tel.: 0049 43 23/39 91 FAX/MODUM/DFU 4415

Scene

ung^was the motto of the I

SvmpBfam party held in the year^

as evervvlM^ttrnerf^sgSfSMrTio a very
special holiday.

Mekka 2000 - expect
experience to get an idea of what's really

rising, and are also the reasons why software

going on here. It's a real frenzy." Exactly!

companies are sending their talent scouts to

it Better than ever" would fit just as well,

Because computer scene parties like Mekka

those parties.

by Wartja Gayk

because this year it went without the

aren't held for people to go stale in front of

annoying problems of last year; at least they

their computers, but for two better reasons:

The competition entries arc shown on a big

weren't as bad, and from the view of the C64

first, to meet with others who share the same

screen

fans it was surely one of the best parties in

interests, and...

equipment. For two days, until late into the

Showtime...!

of a computer - be it an Amiga, a C64 or a

such as the Mekka, there are some readers

On parties like Mekka, competitions are held

dimensional computer worlds, soundscapes

asking themselves why we make such a fuss

for the visitors to show their abilities. And in

from the scene's sound programs, still life's

about them. As Hannes P. Malecki, member

many

such

out of the joysticks and mice of the scene

of the group WelIe:Erdball. brings it to the

competitions

prizes:

graphicians. And only the audience decides

point: "I always thought that with a party like

hardware, software or cash - this year on the

whose work is best, not the opinion of some

this there were only strange types hanging

Mekka. even flight tickets were up for grabs.

dubious art critic.

around

Prizes,

supported

by

powerful

sound

night, you can witness what you can get out

recent years.

PC.

I guess that every time we report from parties

in

-

front

of

their

computers,

cases,

fame

the
depart

and

winners

of

with valuable

deafening

ovations

every outstanding demo effect, picture or

GO64! sacrifices so many pages on party

tune are the reasons why the quality of the

reports. But I think you've got to get the live

productions

the scene

is

taken

on

a

ride

into

three-

for

programming, and I was wondering why

from

You're

constantly

Between competitions
And as if it weren't enough, the organizers
offered a lot of diversions to shorten the time

between competitions.

For instance, there

was a presentation of the SID-Station, the
synthesizer based on the sound chip of the
C64, on which we have already reported
some time ago. Daniel Eriksson, a trainee at
Electron ES1, the company that builds the
SID-Station. had come to show what sounds

are hidden in a SID-Station. and delivered an
impressive

Techno

concert

that

included

many different styles.
KB. musician in the groups SDS. TOM.
Purge and NHDS gave another remarkable
concert, but he used normal synthesizers.
Instead, he drew attention with his voice, as
he sang to his pieces - and not bad at all.
O

o

9

After that, we had to endure

the "Local

Zeroes", a remarkably bad punk band; but

then - after some delay - it was time for one
of the party's top events, the appearance of
Welle:Erdball. They showed that an SX-64
could not only be used as a mobile toy, but
just as well as a musical instrument. Even
better,

two

of

their

compositions

were

completely performed by a C64 (an SX-64,
that is). It seems the cult of Commodore will

never die: the audience applauded when they
realized that the video shown on the screen at
the back of the stage was also made using a
C64.

It

was

made

legendary groups

up

of the

like TRIAD,

logos

of

scrolltcxts

made with the MDG 3D-Mcssago Maker by

Oliver Stiller, three-dimensional GigaCAD
objects and much more. At any rate, the

nothing
music

presented

by

Welle:Erdball

was

excellent as usual and fit to the taste of the

long delay of their appearance, which was

very special kind of advertisement for the

due to a blasted monitor amplifier.

RADWAR

this party, as can be seen on the guestbook on

party:

He

and

Arnd/Digital

Excess went to a local brothel, and found a

party people - they won a lot of new fans on
A different kind of fun

woman

who

was

-

in

exchange

for an

adequate payment - willing to strip for the

the WeIle:Erdball home page: the number of
entries raised dramatically after the party. Not

Another

only

new

hardboiled visitors: sausage water crashing -

like to emphasize the fact that such displays

composition called "Starfighter FI04g", but

a run competition that was won by the one

are *not* usual at a computer-scene party -

the audience didn't allow them to leave until

who was the fastest to drink the conserving

except the RADWAR parties, but these have

they had given the second encore. Afterwards

water of a tin of Frankfurters. A debatable

always been of a different kind. Anyways, it

in the backstage room, vocalist Hannes (aka

fun, but it was rewarded S70 for the first and

did raise the mood of the audience,

but

"Honey")

second place.

luckily,

any

did

they

had to

present

their

brand

tight problems with

his

competition,

for

the

rather

party visitors. Completely. At this point, I'd

they

spared

embarrassing reactions.

voice; but he slill paid a round to celebrate the

band's seventh year of existence. Of course,

Markus

Wiederstein,

well-known

for

his

we gladly joined in. The only (law was the

copy-protection routines, surprised us with a

"Patrtzia",

which

started selling

it

tickets

the

lady

And the

seems

fact that

she's

for the

called,

RADWAR

party, was likely another deep grab into
Markus Wiederstein's box of tricks.
Deus Ex Machina
Describing every single competition would
exceed the space available in this magazine.

Also, it was clear that the party would be
dominated by the demonstrations for the PC,
the Sony PlayStation (PSX) and the Amiga.
But it was the smaller computer that gave the
party its particular flair - because they were
celebrations of the computer cult.

A presentation of demos running on the
Sinclair ZX

Spectrum

was one

of these

celebrations - they did not match the quality
of C64 demos of that time, but they still were
remarkable considering the abilities of the
Spectrum. But it didn't get serious in 8 bit
country

before

the

start

of

the

C64

competitions. The high number of entries
speaks for itself: after the stagnation during
Meeting Uncle Wanja during a game session

the past years, the Commodore scene finally

on a new revolutionary music player routine,
as he says.

Just as amazing as the full-grown demos, is

what

coders

kilobytes.

can

get

out

of only

four

Kxill/Plush, the winner, showed

some three-dimensional colour effects in his
4K intro; AlIitaice/SCS-TRC made second

place with his C64 painting based on the
"Matrix - the movie" theme. The third place
was made by the "My Vision" intro by TUM,
slightly ahead of the 4Kbyter by AEG. who

again showed off his new music routine.
The bottom line:
The organizers did a nearly perfect job this
time. Some things that I found positive were
the fact that the organizers didn't play ultraloud jingles when they made announcements

during the night, and that they used the video
beamer

for shows

between competitions,

instead

of boring

info

screens.

Positive

points concerning the C64 were, of course,
the increasing participation of C64 fans, the

seems to be on the upswing again. The music

brilliant graphics by DK.

competition had so many entries that the

place was the "Y2k bug" by the group Plush,

organizers were forced to make a selection.

which was done almost single-handedly by

least, that the C64 scene has made a very

Several

Wclle:ErdbaII

Krill/Plush, and mainly stood out with the

impressive comeback. I'd like to thank the

among them, were independently invited to

smooth transitions between the single parts -

group Padua for all of this, as I think their

choose their favorite tunes, which was a hard

besides some nice routines, of course. The

organization work for the C64 events was a

task because there were lots of good entries,

third place this year was made by Smash

superb job. Personally, I think this was one

and it was very loud in the hall, as I can tell
from my own experience. In the end, the

Designs, who won the competition in past

of the best parties in a long time.

years. In their demo, "Triage 4", coder AEG

favorite tunes from the preselection were

mainly reused older effects and concentrated

people,

the

group

allowed into the competition, which I may

say lead to a very rich choice with tunes of
many

facets

competition,

-

unlike

which

last

was

year's

music

dominated

by

techno.

The demo competition surprised with some
excellent productions. To the delight of some
sceners they were not as dominated by 4x4

pixel effects as they were in the years before.
The competition was won by the group Crest

and their demo called "Deus Ex Machina".
featuring the finest of coding from the minds
of Graham and Crossbow, and the usual

O
O

o

On the second

fact

that

the

organizers

took

the

C64

competitions very seriously, and last but not

Language
Now that we have increased the precision of our values, we want to
work on a bit more difficult topic; multiplication. But slowly - this more
complex mathematic operation can be dealt with in several ways,
depending on the need for space or rastertime.
LDA

#15

,-

3. If some of the values to be multiplied are

optional

not positive, the signs have to be stored

factor
STA

BUFFERO

;

any

in
ASL

;

*

factor

factor

signs are interpreted and added the usual

is

way: plus * minus is minus and minus *

doubled

The

simplest

implementation

of

STA BUFFER1

as

the

multiplicator

defines.

This

ASL

inefficient

and

slow,

which

;

ASL

;

very
is

the

minus is plus.

factor

Good.

accu

is

CLC

is

of

*

;

8

a

total

£ac:or

clear

for the addition

any further discussion. Let us take a closer

(without
overflow,
not

Multiplication with constant values

ADC

BUFFERO

ADC

BUFFER1

multiplying by constant values. A short and
very fast algrithm is needed here. We define
(SOB,

%00001011)

as

an

example

constant value. Through our knowledge with
binary code we are able to split this number
into 2-values with different powers:

=

2^3

+

2A1

+

2'1

is

*

factor +

*

factor +

2"0

*

factor

2*1

*

factor

Tables?

With the help of these tables it is possible to
calculate sums extremely fast, or let's better
say figure them out extremely fast. Therefore
we create a table once at the beginning of our
program. In this case we store the multiples
of a constant value, in ascending order, to the

factor

2"3

table. For the constant 3 ($03, %00000011)
the (able would look like this:

+

$00,

Simple.
examples

Oh,

for

will

simplicity

refer

to

reasons

positive

$03,

$06,

$09,

8-bit

This table is to be read indexed, the index-

numbers, like this one. By the way. there are

number is the second factor. The table in

a couple of other "factors" that need some

principle is as long as the factor's range is,

attention:

e.g. 256bytes for a factor of this size. By the

15

2"0

15

15

1

15

well fall back on the mentioned Brute-Force-

Method. For initializations speed plays an
1, Multiplying two values results in twice the

inferior role to the length of the code.

length of one of the factors, for example
multiplying two 8bit-factors results in a 16bit

That's

value. This is quite obvious, e.g. with 255:

possibilities of multiplication. In the next

it

so

far

concerning

$ff * $FF = SFEOI. Not to iritate anyone I

article we will be investigating the most

What do we need ail this for, some of you

will therefore use only small values so as not

flexible

may ask. The answer is very simple: Every

to produce an overflow.

multiplication. So long!

single multiplication of the term includes the
multiplicant

15. it just has to be shifted

2. The result of a multiplication with two

appropriately! With this we can have any

fractions has as many digits behind the point

value

as both the factors have together.

in

the

accumulator

$0C,...

all

What you have to take care of

(SOf, %00001111J, so it would resemble this:
♦

*

and

way. for generating this table you can very

2"0

Let us multiply this value by - let's say - 15

15 =

;

it

needed here)

2"3

2"0

One quite usual method of multiplication is

11

;

general

Exactly. "Lookup-tables" to be more precise.

carry

reason why it is just mentioned here without
look at the more elegant approaches:

in

differently. The wonderword here is "tables".

doubled again,

that

Multiplication

especially with constants can also be handled

doubled

unelegant Brute-Force-Method naturally is
quite

*

temporarily

initialized to zero) by the multiplicant for
every run of the loop that runs as many limes

2*1

stored

multiplication would of course be a loop
that increments a counter (which has been

;

somewhere. Then the values are multiplied

as if they would be positive. Later on the

the memory,

2"0

by Gunnar 'KriW Ruthenberg

free byte

that

is

to

be

multiplied by a constant value. It is then

So the

result of two fixed-point-values - let's say 1

shifted as needed and stored temporarily; In

after-point byte each - will have two after-

the end all the resulting sums are added up to

point bytes.

each other. Here is a little example code:

range this means: The result of two I6bit

For quadruppling the value-

fixed-point values creates a 32bit value. 16bit

before, and !6bit behind the point.

way

of

duplication:

different

bitwise

Working on Pictures

on the Dot Level
In this issue of our GoDot workshop, I would like to go into details
about a very special module, which enables us to alter images in
GoDot's 4Bitmemory on a dot level. It is one of the very few
modules that can be controlled by keyboard as well, which is why
it requires its own instructions. This module can't be found in the
GoDot manual yet, as it has been developed much later.
by Armtt Dettke
Load Replace

Even its development history is something

being suggested by and with much help from

Inst:

Hugh McMenamin, USA (whom many of you

Execute

surely know). It was written at two places quite
far apart on our globe at the same time, so to
speak. Praise to the Internet!

This time instructions and no workshop. Today.
we

will

mainly

deal

with

the

module

mod.Pixel Edit.

material

which

doesn't

look

completely as desired, for instance when you

scan pictures using GoDot (like our "Lilly
Croft" picture here), or convert them from other
computer platforms. For a long time, it was not
possible to change anything about that directly
under GoDot, and you had to resort to other
programs.

Now, such minor problems can be ironed out of
such

pictures

comfortably

using

PixelEdit.

Take the light spots in Lilly's upper lip on our

image, for example. So let's get into the usage
of mod.PixelEdit. First of all, you should have
rendered the picture residing in the memory

(using "Display" at the main screen) before
calling

the

module.

Otherwise.

PixelEdit's

preview function wouldn't give any reasonable
output.

In this window, you determine in which color

PixelEdit

you would like to paint by clicking on the
color. The color chosen is marked and will also

PixelEdit's screen color matches the image's

appear in the display area below the color

multicolor

could

window, in our example it's medium gray. All

therefore vary from image to image. In the case

input into the big window will now take place

of the "Lilly Picture", it is black. The button's

in

colors, as well as their labels' colors adjust witli

reached by keyboard shortcut during the edit

every change

mode as well.

background

in

color,

and

order to ensure

optimum

meet two control panels, two displays, and

5

color.

This

action

window

can

be

The Action Window "Move:"

three action fields.
The function buttons in this window move the

The Control Panels "Exit" and "Edit"

viewport show inside the big edit window in

Via "Exit", you leave the module without any

positions. All positions

further check. Changes take effect immediately,

mouse click sensitive. To the left we have kind

there is no "Undo" function (I will tackle the

of a wind rose. Clicking at it moves by one

subject "Undo" next time in "How to GoDot").

character at a lime. The button "H" ("Home")

By means of "Edit", you get into the edit mode,

show the upper left corner of the image, while

which is also shown below the big window for

clicking at "B" ("Bottom") switches to the

you

"Edit"

lower right comer. The asterisk shows the

button's text changes color). You can start

picture's center. The button "O" is very useful.

the direction clicked at or to one of three preset

information

(in

addition,

the

in this window are

editing by simply clicking into the big window

Using it, the graphics will be shown at full size.

instead of using "Edit". The difference between

Clicking at any place inside that original view

the two possibilities is that a simple click onto

has exactly that spot enlarged. In our second

the big window's border wouldn't activate the

screen shot, we haven chosen Lilly's mouth for

edit mode. If you were to click outside that

this example.

field

during

that mode,

the screen's border

would flicker red as a warning. The Stop key
ends

the

edit

mode

and

returns

you

navigation mode (more about that below).

Q

this

readability at all times. Inside the module, you

It is relatively often the case that you get

pictorial

The Action Window "Color"

"lilly.4bt"

Display

out of the ordinary as it was created after

The Edit Window

lo

The edit window shows a clip of 4x3 characters

■H

U
0

enlarged by eight limes. Each dot is shown in its
real color, not the graphic screen's color. C64
graphics are limited to up to four colors per
character, but GoDot allows any character to

contain all 16 colors. Hugh MeMenamin has
added small fitting aids '??? whose color can be
changed by keyboard shortcut, so that you may

see where one character ends and the next
beams.

CTRL
Cursor key

the enlarged viewport moves in the direction denoted by the

When editing, you should know that GoDot

cursor key

gives

CTRLh

the viewport moves to the image's beginning (upper left corner)

CTRLb

the viewport moves to the image's end (lower right corner)

CTRL*

the viewport moves to the image's center

CTRLo

the entire image is shown at full size (you can move the pointer
inside; the mode is left by STOP, RETURN, mouse click or fire

button, the display will then show the enlargement of the spot
last pointed at)
Shift + or

the

dots

in

the

odd

one of two adjacent dots. In the image, the
pointer is placed on one such dot. If you
clicked now, this white dot would turn into a
medium gray one, which would also be shown
during rendering. The second single white dot

in this character (somewhat above the left
fitting aid) can be dealt with in the same way.

After that, die "impurities" in Lilly's upper lip
would have been removed, as you can see in
the enlargement.

The Keyboard Shortcuts

Shift - or

the card the mouse pointer denotes is replaced by the buffered

CTRL-

one

Shift £ or

the card the mouse pointer denotes is colored in the currently

CTRL£

active color

Shift k or

the grid crosses are turned on or off

If it wasn't for the keyboard shortcuts active
during the edit mode, a constant clicking back
and forth between color choice, navigation
window and edit window would be necessary.
Thanks

to

Hugh,

comfortable

now.

things
Using

are

much

the

more

keyboard

shortcuts, working on an image becomes pure

CTRLk
the active color chosen is changed (rotating through all colors)

CTRLp

pleasure:
Thanks for this job well- done. Mac!

Shift r or

the character the mouse pointer denotes is rotated right by 90

CTRLr

degrees

Shift q

the grid crosses' color is changed (rotating through all colors)

(Shift)

the mouse pointer moves in the direction denoted by the cursor

Cursor key

key

Return

mouse click

Fire burton

set dot in chosen color

STOP

to

the card the mouse pointer denotes is buffered

CTRL +

Shift p or

preference

columns in multicolor display, that is the right

leave edit mode; the rendered graphics are not adjusted; for this
to happen, the module has to be left completely and a new

rendering needs to be done via "Display"

The two color choice commands are still too
fast wiien running under a SuperCPU at full

speed, the next version will make this more

user-friendly.

Yours. Arndt

Last time we looked closely at the 50:50 mixture of colors. In the
second part, written by Deekay, we now look at finer, color-mixing

in the UIFLI and SHIF formats.

didn't use these when working in UIFLI.
SHIF.

Actually, you could go even further and mix
the colors even more. Sometimes, if the color
differs a lot in brightness compared to the

by Daniel "Deekay" Kottmair

Software on Disk:

Okay, now we have nice, 50:50, mixed

Mentioned in the previous issue, the UIFLI

next one (e.g. from orange to light red), this
should be done. What we do now is distribute
only ONE pixel in a 2x2 area. You can put

colors. It would be stupid if we didn't use

editor and the example picture for the color

these "new" colors and mix them like the way

mixtures is now on our disk! Have fun while

that anywhere you like; it hardly makes any

we normally do. Altogether, we get

trying it out!

difference! Only be careful that you don't put

136

ALL these pixels (when coloring a bigger

colors when mixed 50:50, and we get an

area in this color) into one field! Remember

amazing 9,316 colors when we mix these (for

the sake of mathematics, the formula to

What we try to achieve is to distribute the

to distribute them! Be aware that you can see

calculate the numberofcolors is: (nA2-n)/2+n

50:50 color by splitting it up into 2 halves in

the pixels in this stage of mixing now for the

or (n!/(n-k)!)/2+n). Of course, a lot of these

both fields (1 pixel in each). We have 3 ways

first time really, as well as horizontal lines.

flicker extremely, but there might still be

to do this, either technique 2 - make the 2

However, it still adds to the smoothness of

about 2.000 usable ones! Of course, there are

pixels form a horizontal line of alternating

the picture.

9,316 if you regard at least two pixels as one

pixels (in a 2x2 block, the line below would

mixed color, which we can do because the

be solid-colored)

bad.

That's about it! There's really not much more

VIC blurs hi-res pixels a bit.

because you can see the lines. Better yet is

to it; it might be confusing in parts, but if you

technique 3 - making vertical columns of

read through this a few times, you will

25:75 color mixing

alternating

understand. Start practicing a little; you'll

- but this

pixels

(again

is still

the

following

column would be solid-colored). However,

The examples illustrate all the possibilities

discover amazing things!

still the best in my opinion is technique 4 -

using technique 4 from the 50:50 mixing

making

explained last time. If your favourite 50:50

chessboard instead of a line. This technique

the

2

alternating

pixels

form

a

Wish or reality?

technique is another one, bad luck! Make it

makes the color more

I did not mention the mode/editor specific

up yourself, i.e., use your own technique. To

solid, because it actually covers the whole

stuff here concerning UIFLI/SHIF, but if you

sum it up, techniques 1 to 4 show all four

2x2 area and not just a line/column. What this

follow these basic rules, you will never be

ways to

(avoiding

basically looks like is line switching, but

wrong.

continuous lines). What we do is distribute 2

that's only due to the fact that the monitor

pixels of a solid color onto a plainly colored

tends to blur more in the horizontal direction.

To conclude. I would just like to give you

2x2

Actually, it is as much line switching as

some more facts that should make you think.

column switching.

I

area,

mix

this

in a

in

2x2

two

block

interlaced screens

(fields), making a total of 8 pixels.

have

thought

a

lot

about

interlace.

Basically, it is twice the picture information.
which could be seen as

Important - generally, the best way to avoid

Unfortunately, you have the same problems

flickering is to emphasize the colors equally

with

in both picture fields! So, one color in one

technique 5 in part 1 - badly suited for details,

field (one picture halt) and the other color in

smooth curves,

the other field (technique 1 in the previous

sincen(if used in a color transition) the step to

640x200 (because 640x400 would be four

part) is as wrong as putting one 50:50 mixed

the next color is so subtle, you won't actually

times the picture information) or

color (both pixels) in one field and have a

see it too much! It's a must to use these colors

solid color in the other (technique I in 25:75).

in a color transition; it would be stupid if you

this

color

now,

as

described

or steep lines.

with

However,

a)

higher

resolution,

either

320x400

or

at how I work these modes,
though there isn't really too
much

to

it

once

understand

the

you

above-

mentioned principles!

Signed,
Deekay

The

original

published
Worlds"
19.

was

"Panicle

in

the

magazine,
issue

text

in

disk

"Newspress",
Thanks for the

friendly cooperation.

"Top graphics" by Deekay in Crest's 'Deus Ex Machina

b) more colors (9,316).

THE ULTMflTE

Both of these approaches are right AND
wrong! You have more detail, so it is kind of
a higher resolution, though the screen still
only shows 320x200. There seem to be more
colors, because the screen nicely blurs them
through interlacing and through rasterizing.
Still, there are only 16 basic colors!

THE MOST COtffBEHEXSIYE, COMPUTERIZED S73IEH EVES DEVELOFED FOR
EXTRAPOLATING LOTTERY NTJK3EES.

Depending what you are working on, you

have to follow one method or the other. When
you need detail, make use of the doubled

picture information by putting more stuff in
(detail works just so much better in UIFLI/
SHIF

than

in

IFLI!),

because

you

have

REAL, hi-res pixels, not just faked ones with
a blurry SdO16 shift. When you need more
colors, just mix them as described above, and

THE

ULTIMATE SYSTEM

••

SELECT FROM COMPUTER

WHEEL

UTILIZE AS

Actually, you can even mix the most crazy

«■

PRINT

purple in one pic and has 2 pixels of brown

PREDICTIONS 08 COKPUTEX

EXTRAPOLATE;
OUT

• • CREATE
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SYSTEM
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DATA FOR

UFSATE
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II,

else does, and people always seem so amazed

STATE.
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COBEISED!

for= -

ir.a (S»tach

ULTIMATE

hare)

THE IJLTI^ATE SY5TEK

III

23

ICOHKCDDRE

VEfiSION
Enclosa
in

programmed.

like sharing my knowledge, 'cause no one

OF ANY

IS MUCH'tiCRE POWERFUL. ?£;.

TIMES W tUHY PfiO6BAHS

ULTTfATE SYSTEM

useful ideas already, but they have to be

challenge and sparked interest in others! I felt

PAST NUK3EHS.

COMPARISON.

HBMflEBS

ITT

DATE.

NUMBERS.

TO RESEARCH

(fold

thought about new editors, and there are some

some brave people who want to take the

NUM5E3S.

THE ULTIMATE SYZTZn lll'lZ NO'- OFFERED AT THE LOM PRICE OF M9.9S.
ACI NO", OFTES EXPIRES (-i/01/«,'l.
H»ful«r Prls* *49.?5

and blue in the other! I've already intensively

With this little workshop, I hope I've helped

RANDOM

«• EXAH1HI NOS OF PREVIOUS YEARS ON A PARTICULAR

••

I have no clue how to work a color that is red/

THE COHPLETE ABILITY TO:

•* UPDATE ALL DATA FILES.
.
•• E.VTRAPOLATE PICK 3, PICK *, I LOTTO HCN.THLY HOS.
■* EXTRAPOLATE PICK 3, PICK *, & LOTTO YEARLY MOS.
•* EXTRAPOLATE PICK 3, PICK *, EVEN/ODD PROBABILITY.
*• ASCERTAIN NUK3SR/DA7E OCCURRENCES.
•■

the basic 16 anymore at all. But to be honest.

FEATURES

RUN ON THE CSK 15*1, 15*1 II, 1541c, I 156! DISK DRIVES.
USE OHE OR TWO DISK DRIVES FOB ADDED CONVENIENCE.
ACCESS 1 EXAfllNE PICK 3, PICK 4. I LOTTO RECORDS.
ACCESS t EXAMINE DOUBLES. TRIPLES, EVES NO5, ODE HOS, LEAD NCS,
PARLAYS. I MUCH, M'JCH, MORE.
• • EXTRAPOLATE 3 DIGIT, * DIGIT. I LOTTO HOE FROM STEP BY STE?
INSTRUCTIONS AND liSEH FRIENDLY PROGRAMS.

you'll get the smoothest color transitions!
colors together, which then do not look like
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The unofficial CMD website A review

browsers. It does not have any alternatives to its
frames, making it look bad in Lynx. w3m does
a lot belter here, though, and for its defence I'd

like to point out that all pictures do have proper

http://www.cmdweb.de is an unofficial CMD website, available both

ALT tags. When it comes to graphical browsers.

in English and German. It's made up of three parts; pages

I had problems with Opera 3.60 (some JPEGs.

describing CMD's products, a page describing CMD itself, and a

that wouldn't render), and older Netscape (PNG
images). But with the latest Netscape, it works

section with programs to download.

quite well.

bv Peter Karlsson
-

Product descriptions

£il

fieriiger

Vis

Navigasjon

Lister

Post

Nyheler.

Innsllliinger

Vindu

Hjclp

The Unofficial

This is the first thing you see, since the links
are placed nearest the top. You can find

20 MHz Turbo board for Ihe CEJ/C128

pages describing all of CMD's major products,

Features ihe 55816, a lurther developed 6502 type processor

the SuperCPU, the FD series, the HD series,

SuparRAM card allows to have up to 16 MB memory

JiffyDOS

and

RAMIink.

Unfortunately, the

pages don't go so deep in their descriptions, and
tend to look like product advertisemenis.
For those that are not very familiar with the

Highest possible cornpattbiJcty

FD Scries
HDJerjes
JrffyDOS

products, this will however describe what the

products do. But then again, so does CMD's

Where \a Order

own pages. There are nice pictures of all

About CMD

products, though.

Downloads
r jrl i ^ompjbbl

About CMD

SuperCPU - 20 MHz for your C64
Even in its grea! lime, the C64 was quite Slow. Even the Spectrum was faster, 31 least in 30
calculations such as Elite Today, even 20 MH: sound slow compared to what PC'<. have But

This section - or rather, this page, as it is all on

<!64 coders have learned lo code in optimized assembly language instead of re source-wasting

one quite big (30k HTML) page, contains some

Jhttpv/10 I 1.1,Wwcmdwebde/scpuhtm

interesting background information on CMD. It
mainly consists of two re-printed interviews,
and

one

from

Commodore

0

The unofficial

one from Zine64 originally published in early

1997,

* -130

CMD website

Faction

published in late 1999, both with Charles A.

Christianson. There's also some pictures of the
related

things,

and

some

Halcone to Th* ^official CMD Hon»pa96.

there to Order

CMD people, the CMD racing car (!), and other

Deuischt Version

ftnut CMD

background

I Downloads

To go to the official CUD Hosepagc. uiEtt http:/V

JWb

information borrowed from die official CMD
website.

Hare you find information afeeut th* SuperCPU. FB

dirk dfive. Ml i*ri«js. Jlffy&K v-A RfitiLini . T?

order, picf: •jo'^r closest distributor,

ur'.^emsre. you ?vt WsU dot nbwit CUD section cr

Downloads

the Elowilcad .srea.
I

This is the most useful part of the website,

Dounload flrea - iuperCPU kicks deno, Hbout Section
rww CMD interuiew'

containing software related to CMD's product

line. Most of it, if not all, is available for
download

elsewhere,

but

here

they

are

-The Unofficial CMD

collected. Currently nine programs available,
not that much, but die number seems to be

The material doesn't go very deep into the

As my English is better than my German, I

increased regularly.

subjects

mainly read the English version. You can find a

covered,

and

besides

from

the

download section, there isn't much thai would

few minor glitches in the language, but nothing

There's also some animated banners available.

attract people who already know much about

big. and not worse than you will see on any

for those of you who like them.

the products. And for those who don't know

other page not written by a native speaker of the

them,

language.

I

would

rather

My thoughts

descriptions dian this.

If I didn't know this was an unofficial site about

Browsers

see

more

in-depth

(ek)
CMD's products. I would have guessed it being
port of an advertising campaign from CMD.

The site is

not very

forgiving

to different
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My i dvertisement is

□ urivate/non-commercial (four (4) lines, 40 characters wide.)
US Dollar 3 (Euro 2.50) are □ included in cash □ included
as cheque

commercial (anv reasonably sized ad, US Dollar 7 (Euro 6)

(VISA, AMEX,

plus taxes

The item(s) I am
advt ;rtising about
are i

□ chargeable fron
my credit card

elated to:
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material.

Original

programs

which cany

a

copyright will be conspicuously noted as such
in their accompanying text.

The label on ihe

disk (or other media) will indicate any copy
right as well.

SuperCPU Diversions

And that my friends is the key word! At the
heart of the system is the C128 or C64.
The

SuperCPU

is

nothing

but

a

box

of

electronics, worthless without the computer. So
here we have an enhanced Commodore. Will it

still run our software? YES!

It has been said by some Commodore purists that once you plug
in a SuperCPU into your machine, it is no longer a Commodore.
Of course this is pure bunk, as our 8-bit machines were designed
to be enhanced.

Most software

gains an added advantage running at 20 MHz.
For some, especially games the speed can make
playing almost impossible. There are SCPU

by Tom Gosser

patches being developed on a consistent basis
for a lot of the older software.
The real good news

for SuperCPU owners

today is the new software being developed for
exclusive use with the SCPU. Two come to

mind

right

away,

the

WAVE

by

Maurice

Randall and CLiPS. the new SCPU graphical
operating

system

for

64

users

by

Chester

Kollschen. The WAVE of course is the new
Wheels based graphical web browser for the
Commodore 64 and C128. Some disgruntled
Commodore users are quick to criticize Mr.
Randall for taking what they call a Bill Gates
approach to the WAVE. By that they ask why
does the WAVE have to have Wheels to work?
So in order to use the WAVE you must buy his
other product, Wheels.
What is wrong with this? Why should Mr.
Randall have to cater to those that refuse to
bring their equipment and software up to date?

conducted some performance tests with the

Maverick... Super CPU and RamLink installed

The

SuperCPU and

and enabled. No Boot [jifryDOS on or off].

Wheels

GEOS

upgrade

improvement over GEOS
have been

changed

2.0.

is

a

vast

Many things

in the Kernal

to

select

software

titles.

What

follows is the results of those tests.

CPU disabled: Boot up Ok LJiffyDOS on].

take

Boots with SCPU in normal mode only.

advantage of the new hardware that we have.

With the advent of the SuperCPU

for the

So

Commodore 64 and the 128 version.

People

it

only

makes

sense

that

any

new

is

are wondering about software compatibility

Wheels compatible not GEOS 2.0 compatible.

and performance. This article was written using

applications

for

the

GEOS

environment

PrintShop... Normal mode to boot up. Switch

to Turbo when programs up and running.

What other software company today supports

the SCPU 64 as its test subject. There is no

PrintMaster+... Turbo mode compatible. Even

older outdated versions of their software? None

reason to believe that the SCPU 128 will not

during boot up.

of them!

give similar results. As a side note, if you have

Roger Silva's MaidStone Quest or Russian

Music Construction Set... Boot and turbo Ok.

So what does all this mean? It means that if you

Wyatt's Quest 4 Adventure, you will find that

Normal mode for accurate input however.

want to surf the Internet with your Commodore

the SCPU

128

64/128 you need the WAVE. To run the WAVE

column

enjoyable! Now these tests were not extensive

tends to trash, sound output is diminished.

the downside to all this? CMD makes another

nor did they cover a wide range of software.

Recommend using normal mode. Conversions

SCPU sale and encourages them to continue

This is just a sampling of what is compatible

in turbo mode are greatly sped up.

supporting

us,

and

Maurice

Randall

is

and how fast some of the software performed.

encouraged

to

keep

creating

wonderfully

The test software was loaded from a 1541 disk

Fun Graphics Machine... Boots up in turbo

drive unless otherwise noted:

mode. Disable FGM fast load ifjiffyDOS is on.

my book. Well enough rambling on...I have

much

more

playable

80

you need Wheeis and a SuperCPU. And what is

innovative software. Not much of a downside in

games

makes these BASIC 8

and

Digimaster... Boots up in turbo mode. Screen

FGM runs super fast! A great performer with

itoteimadt*
M
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20MHz: 59,33 sec
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fur
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C64 Eniuitlls. Repiriturcntlt V If virpisien ilalnem
Broikasten sogir else naus FARBEI1I FEETPRE!S£!1l

Fragt luch nicft AMIGA. PC. APPLE und ATARI.

CK1T94L. 1541 to 1541 RAMLink partition.
With DACC partition and jiffyDOS on.

As you can see the Super CPU enhances the

Compression: 1541 BOA time at 20MHz, 624

performance of GEOS considerably. By the

blks, verity "off1. Limit none, time= Not

way the parallel cable is not supported by the

Compatible! Normal mode= 3min. 51.79sec.

GEOS operating system. However the Wheels

Compressed to 584 blks. In turbo mode 1541

upgrade

initialization is incompatible. Turn turbo off" at

Which speeds up Hard Drive access under the

Begin Job Requestor, turn on for accelerated

GEOS system. Geopublish really performs in

Verify.

PI*ySUtlon

Mode lie. Spiel US und Jipanlidia Splele mf delntr
PSX und nnurllch Slclierneliikoplen
29DM
STEALTH vonelotBl
39DM

RAMLink to HD GIF conversion

the Super CPU.

to

GEOS

remedies

this

problem.
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Lsnti

are working from the RAMLink. Rippling text

HandyScanner 64... The clear memory option

takes no time at all, and you can go from

upon boot up is not Super CPU compatible. It

Preview to Zoom mode in an instant. In essence

will lockup the system if activated. Scrolling is

the Super CPU and the Super GEOS patch,

very smooth and responsive in turbo mode.

along with Wheels and/or MegaPatch 3 make

Translation after an image has been scanned in

working with Geopublish a pleasure. This is

is very fast. Turn off turbo mode when you are

one little Plymoudi Valiant souped up to a

ready to save the image. Turn turbo back on

Hemi 'Cuda! The difference is that remarkable.

before scanning.

(ad)

The

following

speed

trials were conducted

under the enhanced Super GEOS kernal, from a
RAMLink, times are approximate:
GeoPaint Preview

20MHz: 2,05 sec

I MHz: 8,45 sec

Scrolling Left to Right

20MHz: 0,73 sec

1MHz: 7,26 sec

Open Document
20MHz: 2,10 sec

1 MHz: 5.30 sec

Fill Screen
20MHz: 1,73 sec

1MHz: 33,53 sec

GeuGIFfrom RL to RL

20MHz: 21,1 sec

1MHz: S min42,45 sec
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WORLD WATCH
C64 goes Ethernet

by Rattier Buchty

This month:

HELLO
WORLD/

thought the network adapter seems to solve

bit consisting of the starter bit, 8 bit of data

this problem. In general, this assumption is

and the stop bit) at a data rate of lOMbit/sec

correct: The C64 is not responsible for the

takes only I

data

actual

transfer

but

nevertheless,

it

controls the data flow. This means that it has

problem

of

? sec. So the aforementioned

increased

network

load

is

inevitable as an unenhanced C64 is not able to

to collect data packs from the network adapter

collect or send the data fast enough and thus

The first point on the Christmas wish list ot

or delivering those packets to the adapter. The

the

quite a few C64 fans is surely an Ether card

adapter itself will accept arriving data packets

repeatedly demanded.
So what do we do now?

delivery

or

transfer

of data

will

be

for connecting their C64 to a local network.

and send them to other locations. Problems

Most network adapter chips cannot be used in

arise when the C64 does not deliver any data,

8bit systems-

or does not deliver on time. In the latter case,

We have to ask ourselves if this is of any

the receiving machine will

importance at all. The objection made above

But luckily, there are some

exceptions...

Dernier cri

send an

error

message requesting the delivery. But if the

in fact does apply to

C64

because

does

not

cope

with

collecting

data

packets on time, the network adapter will not
A

mention

Project"

of

the

[1]

"Embedded

on

the

Ethernet

newsgroup

For the first time, a method was

presented

to

adapter chip,

connect

special

CS8900A

network

share

a single

(coaxial) cable for the connection. However,
this network topology has long since been

with a 'Not ready' message.

replaced by

lOOMbit/sec networks

connection

technologies

Each

of the mentioned cases

will

cause

networks,

thus

making

as

require

it

impossible

fast
star
for

increased network traffic because in addition

blockages to appear anywhere except between

by

to the control data the actual user data have to

sender and receiver, so they cannoi hamper he

be sent various times without actually being

network transfer for other network users. The

micro controllers. This chip is comparably old

used every time. But will this ever happen?

transfer

and therefore has an interface for use in 8bit

Unfortunately yes, as a normal C64 without

segments is executed by a so-called switch or

systems.

speed enhancement is not fast enough - under

switching hub. or simply by an old PC with

full network load - to collect the data packets

two network adapters.

Semiconductors,

to

produced

lOBase T-networks

users

8bit

Crystal

the

a

network

accept newly arriving data and will answer

comp.sys.cbm's home site aroused a lot of
interest.

all

common

So what could be easier than using this chip

when they are delivered. You can see this in

between

the

10

and

lOOMbit/sec

for a C64 project? The "EtherCart Project" [3]

the following example of a program loop. It

But even if you used a lOBase T-network

was quickly called into action, with the goal

starts on the assumption that the routine is

talking about the matter would probably be

of developing a network adapter for the C64,

called up in the interrupt and the newly

pointless as the amount of data that have to be

based on the CS8900A. The huge advantage

arriving

processed with C64s is too small to cause

of

easy-to-use

increment register. To make it simpler, we

serious

interface, is its internal buffer memory. It

also assume that the packets transferred are

multiple transfer in regular network use.

permits

transferring

only 256 Byte each.

Ethernet

and

this

chip,

apart

the

from

C64

its

data

between

not via

the

DMA

data

can

be

read

via

an

auto-

(a

C64

somewhat problematic procedure because the
hardware requires constant VIC interrupts)

;clock

irq:

by Interrupt. Thus, if you are a little more

loop:LDA

averagely

talented

in

assembling

LDY #0
BEQ

eol:

RTI

in an ordinary C64 system this could be called
a completely acceptable data transfer speed.

4

;

3/4

;

4

;

5

;

2

about software. Unfortunately it isn't enough

;

3

to send unprocessed data. Data transfer via

i

6

the

INY

JMP

cycles

;

STA

(buf),Y
loop

Talking software
That much about hardware, so now let's talk

network

protocol
discussion

started

as

the

eol

called a piece of cake, based on [ 1 ].

a

approximately

to

status

present any real problems and could even be

after,

expect

due

2

lda data

Shortly

can

congestion

;

hardware bits and pieces, the project shouldn't

Resonance

users

of

computing speed of a good parallel speeder -

but instead via polled I/O (PIO) or controlled
than

problems

to

levels.

that
The

uses
is

a

so-called

subdivided

lowest

level

is

ISO/OSI

into

different

the

hardware

whether C64s were even fast enough to be

Only one run, i.e. the transfer of only one

able to cope with the data stream provided by

byte, takes up 37 cycles including the return,

a lOMbit network. This question might be a

equalling approximately 37? sec, on the C64.

running these two levels. The following levels

little hard to understand for laymen, as on first

However, the net transfer of one roh byte (10

must be operated by the software. The third

transfer; on the next level we have the bit
transfer. The network chip is responsible for

level constitutes the Transmission Control
Protocol

(TCP)

and the

fourth

level

whose VIC has kicked the bucket.

Sources:

Conclusion

[I] Embedded lOBaseT Ethernet

Internet Protocol (IP), both of which are often

http://www.embeddedethernet.com

falsely mentioned in one as TCP/IP. The
additional data on theses two levels contain

"There's a lot to do, so let's get started!" The

information

on

or

EtherCart Project with all its different fields

[2] Commodore EtherCart Project

information

on

(Teinet,

of tasks is waiting for someone to get it

Homepage

sender

and

the protocol

addressee
used

F

the

FTP, HTTP). If you want to know more, take

started, as we should be aware that in all

a look at source [3].

probability no software company will live up

to the challenge anymore. The market for

£

jj

u

a

http://www.vsgcom.net/ethernet

[3] Rechnernetze nach OSt

The only thing left to do now is to implement

C64s has become too small and thus, any

Helmut Kerner, Addison Wesley, 1993

this

commercial

ISBN 3-89319-632-3

on

a

C64.

preferably

in

a

manner

developments

way would obviously be to be able to access

rewarding: uncnhanced C64s will never be

the

OPEN

and

goal

is

via

the commands

the next best thing for working with networks

Ludo

"Groentcboer"

but the possibility of hooking up our beloved

usual,

CLOSE.

the

be

conforming to system requirements: The ideal
as

nevertheless,

never

profitable.

Internet

But

will

Gorzeman has been giving some thought to a

bread

similar project [4], but without really coming

deviations (SLIP/PPP or shell account with

to a conclusion - possibly also because of a

modem connection respectively) is definitely

serious

interesting.

hardware

deficiency

of his

C64,

boxes

to the network

without

[4] Groenteboer's Commodore Center
http://www.students.cs.uu.nl/
Hlgorzem/
project.html

any
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Most of the cables for our computer system are not available in the shops for a long time. But, as
many of us own a soldering iron, we may make them ourselves.
by Niko Malecki

shield of the cable ends at the GND-pin (pin 2).

Useroort-Pin

FIODDV 1541/1,
SteckDlatzUC3. IC

Printercable (Centronics), connection between

The right plugs belonging to the cables are

6522. IC-Pin:

ijserport and Centronics socket at the printer:

standar in trade, so it should not be a

B

39

C

2

problem to get diem. The connection-numbers

Userport-PIn

Centronics-Pin

D

3

from the pins are nearly always printed at the

A

16

E

4

B

11

F

5

C

2

H

6

D

3

7

E

4

J

F

solder side (but sometimes they are on the plug
side).

Serial Connection, e.g. floppy to floppy: 6 pins

K

8

5

L

9

H

6

8

18

J

7

K

8

L

9

M

1

Userport-PinFloppy

AH

Socket

I

IC

cables

are

identical

with

the

1541/1.

Only shielded round cables should be used, I

Attention, very important:

advise you against flat cables. The shield from

have to cut the connection between pin I and

the round cable is soldered at one of the GND-

pin 2 of the IC 6522 (you may use a knife to cut

pins of the userport, pin A, N, 1 or 12.

it).

Parallel
floppy.

cable,
It is

connection

from

userport

to

used with some (mainly older)

copy-programs and speeders (f.e. Speed-DOS):
The shielded round cable is connected 1:1, the

1541/2,

6522,IC-Pin

In the 1541/2 you

Useroort-PIn

FIORDV 1571

fsinqle flODDVi.

fine, but in most cases it does not.

Monitor with 2 RCA

Socket U20. IC 6526.

Monitor with 8-pin socket RGB/TTL:

Pin:
B

18

C

10

D

11

E

12

F

13

H

14

J

15

K

!6

L

17

8

24

Monitor mit Scart-Plug:
4

Pin 20

3

Pin 2+6

2

Pin 4+17

Plug-Pin

Monitor or TV with

Scart-Socket and

This connection-table is valid only for a single

SVHS

1571 and for the CI28D in plastic. It is not

20

possible to use parallel cable in the metal boxed

4+13+17

2+6

CI28D.

15

Monitor Cable:

80 characters display, at C128 9-pin SUB-D-

40 characters display C64/CI28, 8-pin plug at

C128-Pin

Monitor-Pluq-Pin

1

6

3

2

Socket:

the computer:

4

3

5

4

6

5

8

7

9

8

That is all for today, even though there are for
sure

a

lot

of other

interesting

cables

for

different uses. If you are in need of a special

configuration then you may send me a request.
but please do not forget to include a labled and

SUB-D-Socket-Pin <

>Monitor with

9-

Generally all pins arc connected 1:1, but there
are

monitors

that

get

the

Nikolaus Malecki,

Am Knollenberg 1,
42553 Neviges,

Monitor with 3 RCA

Germany.

Plugs:

connections leads to success. If it is on pin 8

yeilow/Lummance

and 9 then you should cut pin 7 and the other

ground

way

layout,

the

"top

view"

round.

Sometimes

a

In case I see there is a major need for further
cables then there will be a "Cable Box Part 2"

normal, standard

SUB-D cable with all 9 pins connected works

I have just discovered a small error occured in
pcb

few

7. You have to try wich of these two possible

red/Chrominance

DAC

a

synchronization either on pins 8 and 9 or on pin

white or black (audio)

the

quite

stamped envelope for the answer.
My address:

pin SUB-D-Socket C128 or plug:

Y to 9 and Z to 8

developed for a much better sound.

No damage would of occured to the computer

Also on

or the MAX505 before this error was found.

programme

or

component side.

Two of the wire Sinks on the top of the PCB

the cover disk is
that

Nate

used

a small
to

design.(Colin J. Thomson/f>h)

that go to pins 8,9 on the User port connector

As a note a new version of Modplay64 has

should be reversed as in the diagram.

been released, and a new driver which uses ihe

SuperCPU

(if you

have

one)

has

Basic

check

been

Reverse these two wire links,
the table should of read:-

his

June 15, 2000
- A Date to
Remember

Ihterprgtati

by Bruce Thomas

initially checked I do plan to locate this

already started - driven by the easy-to-shop-

demo driver and test this baby out.

at auction sites on the internet) and it will
happen later in this article.

Wow!

What a year Y2K is turning out to be for us

I'm sitting here tonight opening my snail
mail and find that it contains my copy of
CD-ROM

Commander

128

from

die-hard Commodore GEOS fans! It seems

With

like things just keep moving along.

Commodore Computers there may be an

Something for Everyone

software.

increased

interest

in

the

increased demand for neat new hardware and

Dale

Sidebottom. So Cool! I've had a CD-ROM

the

Since

you

already

have

a

Commodore Computer you are way ahead of

Drive sitting beside my CMD HD for about 6
months now and I can finally put it to use. I

Now, some people may argue with me that

the

have a CD already (the ftp.funet.fi files) and

the amazing advances I mentioned above are

behind). There are a number of things that

plan to order a couple from Australia that

not really for ALL Commodore GEOS users

you can do to stay ahead of the game.

Gaelyne Gasson has recently offered

because each

for

(and

you

thought

you

were

of them requires additional

products above and beyond the basic system.

sale. Plenty of GEOS files on these CDs.

game

Three steps to success!

This is true.

First, get yourself an Internet e-mail account.

I turn to my computer and open my e-mail

I have a good time writing these articles and

and read that Maurice Randall has just had

Not everyone has a CMD Hard Drive to

success

daisy chain a CD-ROM off of. Not everyone

I

has

a

numerous readers. If you want to stay on top

thoughts also headed down under and he

requirement to run The Wave. And definitely

of the news, however, there is no faster way

visited Rod and Gaelyne's Videocam site

not every GEOS user uses Wheels or The

to communicate than e-mail. Participation in

(http://videocam.net.au/) with a little side

Gateway.

a number of mailing

with

websites

The

online,

Wave

64

browsing

GRAPHICALLY.

His

a

CMD

SuperCPU,

which

is

get

some

enjoyable

Maurice quickly spread

trip to Colin Thomson's web page (http://

feedback

lists

(that

from

is

how

the word of his

very cool

But, these developments mean there is still

Graphical

indeed (and neat for these people to be

life in the computer that we all use and love.

guarantee that you get your news while it is

linked to this historical moment)!

This

hot.

videocam.net.au/~colinjt/).

So

means

that

the

useful

life

of the

breakthrough)

will

almost

computer keeps getting extended. That is
I have also recently had the opportunity to

good news

for every person who uses a

Second, Participate. An old saying states that

test a patch by Werner "The Patch King"

Commodore Computer and who wants to

necessity is the mother of invention and this

Weicht

continue to explore new territory with it.

is very true in the world of computers. There

These developments are also no threat to the

share it with someone. If you have a need for

modifying the RAM Bank geoCanvas uses.

person who is happy with their Commodore

a

Werner tells me he is hoping to make it work

system without expanding it. Each and every

programmer (there are lots of people who are

for

geoCanvas

(Nate

Fielder's

is no greater loss than to have an idea and not

awesome geoPaint alternative). This patch
lets geoCanvas operate under Wheels by

program

then

you

need

to

ask

a

under MegaPaich3 also. While I was able to

one of us can still use the original GEOS

very grateful that Dale Sidebottom asked

open geoCanvas (and 3 files at once) under

package to do things that the Commodore

Maurice

Wheels 64 there were still a few problems

couldn't do as easily before.

Conversely, if you use a program provide the

Leading from the back of the pack
Take

(The

Everywhere,

Users)

a

look

at

the

things

world

come

around

and

go.

us.

They

Mailing List containing a link to the web site

become popular and then fade away only to

of Roy and Ronny

return, years later, as people seek a little bit

Bachmann.

This

site

(http://members. tripod. de/r_bachmann/)
announces

a

CD-ROM

Driver

for

PostPrint).

may be lacking. By getting more involved in

after I received an update from the TIFCU
Commodore

write

useful or make some suggestions on what it

All of this coming just a couple of weeks
For

to

programmer with some feedback on why it is

and Wemer is working on it some more.

Internet

Randall

of the past in a nostalgic moment.

the

the

Commodore

world

your

computing

experiences will be richer and everyone else
will benefit in the end.
Third, overcome FUD. Back in late 1992 I
read a PC magazine editorial that proclaimed

Gateway that actually lets you open D64 files

This recurring cycle happens with clothes

it was FUD-Free. I took this train of thought

directly off of the CD.

and cars and furniture. It will also happen

and turned it into an article for our User

with the Commodore Computers (and it has

Group Newsletter in which I proclaimed that

While the link to d-

load the program wasn't working when

I

RAYMOND COMMODORE 64, AMIGA

The Internet For Commodore C64/128 Users
by Gaelyne R. Gasson

Commodore Software (neu und gebraucht) und Hardware,
Reparaturen, Kabel, Farbbander, Leerdisketten, Bucher

: Neu-Joysticks (Metullkontakte). Pistolengriff, Saugnapfe:i

The only C= 64/128 Interne! reference guide, this 296 page manual lakes
you through hardware and software needed, how to yet online and what
you can do once you're there. It covers Email, World Wide Web, FTP,
iRCJelnet, Newsgroups, C= files, archives and more.

Only 48 DM including shipping via Economy Air

795 Raymond Ave. St. Paul, MN 55114 USA
Tel 651-642-9890

Visa, MasierCiird, Amex, and personal checks welcome. Cheques payable to:

Fax 651-642-9891

VideoCam Services

http://www.visi.com/-raycomp
raycomp@visi.com

90 Hilliere Rd. Rcynella 5161. South Australia

Discover/Bravo
Visa/Master Card

Phone:+618 8322-2716

Fax:+61383S7-58I0

Email: vidcocami&viiicocam.nei.au

every Commodore user was FUD-Free. I am

Uncertainty leads to Doubt as to which way

afraid that is no longer the case.

they should lean in regards to their computer

WWW:hup;//vi(ieocam.n«.au

anything else related to GEOS, please feel

free

system, peripherals and software.

to

drop

me

an

e-mail

to:

rbthomas@edmc.net.

What, you are asking, is FUD? For many

the

Once you overcome your FUD you will find

Consumer Domain of the PC World. FUD is

that all of the wonderful things I mentioned

starting to invade the Commodore world.

at the start of this

Users develop a Fear of buying something

meaning for you and your Commodore will

(out of a belief it is too expensive or that it

become more enGEOyable.

years

FUD

lived

exclusively

in

article start to

Until next time, enGEOy your Commodore.

have

(me)

will be out-dated soon). This Fear creates

Uncertainty in the Consumers' mind and that

If you have any comments on this article, or

Come and visit the UK's premier Commodore magazine for your machine at:

http://www.commodorescene.org.uk/

If you don't have Internet access then contact Commodore Scene
directly at:

14 Glamis Close,

Garforth,
Leeds,

H@

-

'■

West Yorkshire,
LS25 2NQ,

United Kingdom.
All the latest news, reviews and happenings are brought to you in
each lovingly 'handcrafted' issue every two months. All topics are
covered from BASIC, games, demo's, GEOS, serious use, hardware
and all the rest as well!
Commodore Scene is proud to help bring together all the

Commodore users of the world and is happy to be associated with
G064/Commodore World.
Come along and try an issue, after all, we have been supporting the

Commodore 64 / 128 for over six years now !

Classics

on -

t di

by Helmut "Katiikis" Bieg

also the figures" placing is similar to the game

creatures are facing each other. The leaders are

with the kings. However, they have completely

the wizard on the one side, and the witch on the

different features and looks. In the playfield

other. Both have a number of special casts to

there are five energy fields that catch the eye

spell, like healing or revive that can be used

immediately, they are immensely important for

even on

the outcome of anv match.

dead

creatures

or

that

can

cast

summon

elements. The effect of energy fields show up
In the year 1983 chess was invented again.

But from the very beginning. After the player or

here:

Though for the first sight the classic Archon

the players chose either the dark or the bright

immune against any magic spells.

figures

placed

on

energy

fields

are

may look like just a clone of the common board

side and the first time cycle is defined (more to

game, the game has much more in stock then

that later on), the battle for the field begins. The

first assumed.

It is one of the entertaining

opponent can be the c64 or a second human

games there are, but can as well bind the player

player. Besides the outlook. Archon has not got

The object of the game is to eliminate all

to the monitor for hours. Who succeeded in

may similarities to chess, for during the game

opposing creatures or to occupy all five energy

missing this game for the past 17

play it occurs that it is not dedicated to calm

fields. Naturally not only the opponent makes

years should read on for sure. Games like this

natures like its ancient brother.

cannot

be

found

One way, one aim:

trouble, but also the playfield. Besides black
and white fields, there arc fields that change the

within the range of new
By the first glance the bright side differs from

color

the dark one through different figures that also

numerous other colors to white and back -

Archon was released to the market by the tiny

have

different

that's the above mentioned time cycle and it

software

in

features. Each side has stronger and weaker

can be shifted by the leaders once for every

association with Electronic Arts. Caused by its

fighters. Just like in chess there are eight weak

game. The colors of the fields effect the game

early releasedale the graphics have a pale first

knights or goblins,

mostly as

play gravely: When a dark fighter is standing

impression

cannon fodder or for occupying energy fields.

on a dark field he has an energy-bonus if it

existsseldomly as effects and the title tune.

Stronger creatures

like

comes to a confrontation, it's vice versa with

Anyway, this first impression should not be

unicorns,

a

considered a fixed opinion for during the first

counterpart, a

following: unlike chess, creatures are not just

plays Archon will surely become an addiction.

dragon, and archers join these parties. The

hit if they meet, but a joystick-controlled battle

dschini's and the dragon's features are similar:

between them decides who falls. Hereby the

and the Hch: both are very strong and relatively

given circumstances play a big role. If a simple

fast and differ only in their shots, while with

white knight meets the dragon on a dark field,

phoenix

he is nothing more then a supper for the dark

releases anymore.

house

Free

nowadays,

Fall

Software,

and

sound

Beginning is the hardest thing:
The playfield is constructed like a chess-fieid.

different

names

basilics,

and

and

partly

that are used

mutator

trolls,

dschinni

two

stone
and

fully

giants,
its

dark

divergent

bright

after

each

fighters.

turn,

A

from

white

confrontation

is

over

the

figure. In contrast to this, a fast but weak basilic

on a darker field

like e.g. blue has some

chances against a strong but slow golem.

This way totally different confrontation-battles
come to play, all following the same pattern:
the game field changes into a battle arena
where randomly set obstacles pop up from time
to time, these can as well be used for shielding
the opponent. When a creature launches its
shot, bites, just activates its personal attacking
method, it cannot attack
until a bright sound is heard (for the bright
player) or a dark one for the dark player.

About the realization:
Such an innovative concept cannot really end
up

in

a

bad

become

conversion,

obvious

Graphics

and

that

already

sounds

should

while

run

have

reading.

on

minimum

requirements, without decreasing the fun in
playing it. Probably even enhancing it by the
so-gained clear arrangement. 1993 there was an
advertisement for "Archon Ultra" on PC, a
game spoiled through a graphical overkill and
some half-finished functions. Through die plain
arrangement

in

die

battle

arena a

gaming

feeling is achieved that really keeps the player
in action. Such a battle can last just a few
seconds, it can develop to a long war for
positions, you just don't know. These fightingscenes limber up the game essentially. As well
the battles
Qualities of the Game:

that does not mean the dark side is all in all
stronger then the bright one. Good tactical

Still to mention is the role of the wizard and Che

players on the bright side know to overcome

witch. They are the strongest creatures in the

the mutant or at least to decrease its influence.

game,

even

though their energy

in

Concept and Realization:
Looking at the above description, you can

surrounded by mates, standing safely on an

foresee it has got quite a complex concept, but

energy field. Their magic spells are enormously

still Archon is very easy to understand and can

important for the outcome of a game, losing the

lead to exciting matches after a very slow

leader too early may decide the whole game.

period of learning. Especially with two human

Generally

players the changes within the game cannot be

and

which

are

the

creatures that survive to die very end when lead

guessed,

by a skilled player.

entertaining. The most exciting moments are

those

which

where

a

makes
weak

end in frustration but a new challenge.

innovative,

creatures. In the beginning both leaders are

wizard

it

even

creature

more

destroys

after

unattainable task and on the way to it do not

the milestones in gaming

game is not over on the loss of one of the

the

computer are,

Briefing up you can say diat Archon is one of

not as

enormous as the dragons or the djinnis. The

against the

finding die individual tactics, not at all an

exciting

and

history.

every

Such an

time

again

entertaining game can rarely be found. I want
to close this article with something you don't
experience mat often. I have shown Archon to a
befriended PC-freak. After he had run down the
graphics and sound a lot, lots of exciting battles

between us two followed. There can't be a
better example for the timeless game play of
Archon.

a

Another very interesting figure is the mutant

valuable fighter, which through cunning tactics

that is unequally stronger that the phoenix on

can happen quite often.

Product name

Producer

the other side. The mutant always transforms

Arcnofi
Electronic Arts / Free Fall

Release year

1983

into the creature that confronts him or that he

Source of supply

confronts. So he is a very tactical element, but

Tested with

C64,1541, Joystick

Alternatives

Archon II. Archon 111

Minus...

The follow-up and its Trouble

■ plain graphics

Still in the same year, the follow-up "Archon - Adept" was released, that had no

(88%)

were lots of new figures like the sirene, not equipped with any weapon but her deadly
voice. Also they parted from the classic chess-field and designed a landscape, divided
part is not for true Archon fans. "Archon III Exciter" in contrast to this was a cheap

ARCHON n:

remake with a sluggish game play, and

A D E P T

motivation approaching zero.

■ Innovative gaming concept

■ timeless realization of an

(vr)

„

100

■ just a classic title lune and
sound effects

disadvantages to its predecessor and that presented some nice new features. There

to the elements of fire, air, water and ground. Each with different conditions. Missing this

used market

^■"

Ingenious concept

■

high long-lime motivation

■ short and long matches
possible

■

quite strong computer-

—
_

opponent

8,
>■-

IIIIW^.

■

most exciting in 2-playermode

■

different characters with
different features

... and Plus

—

0

CMD WAREHOUSE BARGAINS
C'MD's Warehouse Bargains include1 mam hard-to-linti used and £where noted) new
iu-ins. In most cases we have only tun-or two oFearti iicntiti stock, so be sun- in place

your order bcibreyour selection has been Liken! A minimum order of'$20.00 applies
m all Warehouse Sale orders. Shipping charges are not included in ilie prices show n.

(See our main advertisement elsewhere in iliis issue for shipping information).

subject I'J change nilhatl notice. Sol tvspoiisibte fur lyptigrjphicat errors.
Speed angoMith
S3.00

The Final Cartage

■Viatomy CtTfie 15-J1

S3 CO

Up & Ago em

Basic Compute Games

. .. .

SBOO

Ci23Compjter Aided Design |rew|

CSJ Programmers Reference 6u:c"e
. .
Commodore 64 Favorite Programs Expla:ned

Commodore 54 For Kids from 8 to 53.
Commodore 64 Games 3cok

Commodore 64 Programs lor me Hcme

S25.OO
SlO OD

Using-Newsmom

S8.00

Kmdercomp

S3 03

S10
SIS
SlO
SlO

The Official 3ook Of Kings Quest-Daventry
Us:ng £ Programming the C64

Memory Manor

S5 03

03
CO
CO
CO

SiO 00
S3 00

.

SiOOO

Vow Commodore 64-A Guee to tna C 64

S10 00

Lemans
Linking Logic

Maze Master

S8O0

Popeye
Spesd-Bingo Math
Jp&Add"em .
Ifc 20 -Hesware-Gndiuriner

S8 00
SSOO
SSOD
S5 00

Vic 20- Avenger

S5 00

Vic 20-Jupitef Lander
Vic 20-Omega Race

SSOO
S5 00

-

DESIGN
ftwardnrare

SSOO

.

S6 00

Delta Drawing-(new)

BUSINESS

64 Powerpaek-NEW
SlO 00
Belter Working File A Report (new)
S15 00
Business System- Sales Analysis Management SiO CO

Jmg'e Disk-NEW
Printers Devilbr Print Snap

Datamanager 128

The Newsroom mew)
The Pnn| Snop

Daiamanager 128

S15 00

Dalamanager 2 (ne*1! ..
Easy Finance 1
....

$15 00
S5 00

Financial Cookbook-NEW
General Ledger for the C=64-NEW
Paperback Filer«

S3 00
515 00
SlO 00

Paperback Fsanner &4
Payabies for the C=E4-rj£w

SlO 00
sis oo

S20 00

EPVX Microsoft Mulfcplan Spreadsheet

S6 00
saoo
SIOOO
-S10 00

The Christmas Kit-NEW
The Newsroom

S15C0
S15 CO

"tie Prm: Shop Compancn

SlOOO

SiO 00

Plannei s Choice -Personal Planning System . S3 00
Power Assembler-(new] .
S1000
Practical; S4
Si CO

S5 00

Disk Utilities

- 55 00

EDUCATIONAL/CHILDREN

Computer Science

S5C0

S6.00

S6.00
. W.00

Crossfire

C/rus Chess
Deadline

Fi 5 Slnke Eagle
Feud
Fist - The Legend Continues
G3A Championship 3a5telbal!-2 on 2-NEW
GflCnamponsnpFootDall

Gold Record Race-(new)
Grand Prix Circutt-<new)
Guerilla (new)
Hacker

S15 00

S6 00
S600

S6 00
SlO.OO
S600
S4 DO

Hardball (new)
Heartiand (new|
Hign Roller-fJEW

S6O0
S6O3
S6O0

S5 00

Lords of Corquesl-(new)
Lords of Conquesi-NEW

SB 00
SB CO

MeanSlreels

-

Megaplay Volume 1 .
MmitMan
Murder by Ihe Dozen

SlOOO
S-SOO
SSOO
S3 00

S6 00
S4.00
S6 0O

S10 00

Logic Builders

SSOO

Qi«(new)

SB CO

Gueslron II

MECC Expeditions
MECC Well Lake.

5800
SSOO

Raid Over Moscow
Raid Over Moscow
Rambolil

Math Busters

SIS 00
S10 00
S10 CO
S10CO
S5 00

Paini-A-Rtiyme-for use with Koala ParJ-(new) ... S6O0

S3 00

SBOO

. .

Peter RaDb-t Readmg-(new) ..
Snccper Troops Case *1 (new)
Snooper Troops Case #2
Snooper Troops Case =2 (new) ..

..

Snoopy s Skywnter Scranaier.

CARTRIDGES

All in The Color Caves
Alpha Bj:M

SIOOO
SIOOO

S.g Birds Special Deliver/

S1000

Eub&le 3urst

SlO 00

Dragonsden

SSOO

S!ory Machine

. SlO.OO
S8 OO

EUNSURST-Menrcy Butang ESccks
Tales o! Mystery..
The Argos Expedition
Iq tar Grabs-(new)

S6W
S600
S5 03
. S6 00

.

SlO 00
SB CO
. SB.CO
S6C0

Face maker-(new)

S10 00

Heskit

S10 00
SIO CO

Weather Tamers .
Where in Europe is Carmen San D;ego (new}
Where in me USA is Carmen Sarxtojo

Kindcrcomp

SIO CO

Where in Ihe World is Carmen San Diego (new) S25 OO

lemars
Unking Logic

SB 00
SiOCO

Wizard of Words . .

515 00

GAMES

SlO 00

23 Solid Gold C64;128 Enlertainmenl Hus

SSOO
SSOO

S3 CO
SlOOO

2D Solid GokJ Hils -5 Disks
Aliens
Amnesia
A-chon

SSOO
S20 00
S20 CO
.SlOOO

SIO 00

S10.00
S400
... S600
SIOOO

. S6 00
S3 CO

Operation Wtwlwind

SSOO

Power Dnfl

S4 00

S6.00

Rick Dangercus

1351 Mouse w.Manua!-f» disk
1702 Monitor -Cotor 40 Column-refurbished

S20 00
$99 00

Aprolek 1200 Baud Mini-Modem (new)

S30 00

1S02Monitor-ColorMon[or40Cclumn-refurt) $139.00

AssortedJoystcks

$49.95

C64 Keyboard (refurbished)

$39 95

CPU64 Verson l Base Model
Datasette
EPVX Fasi Lead Cartridge w/Mamat .. ..
Homewnier 10 Printer w,manual

S139
$5
SIO
S45

00
00
00
00

S5000

Okimale 10 Color Printer w.manual.disk,nbbons $15 00

STAR Gem:m 10X wManua!

S25 00

Super Expander 64
The Vote Messenger -Speech 64

SSOO
$20 00

Used Staibne cases for Commodore 64

$10.00

VOODEMforVIC20

SSOO

MISCELLANEOUS

10 Assorted Commodore Magazines 1985-86
64 Doctor
home Video Producer
InstantMusic-NEW
LOADSTAR Disk5=46.£5 66.67.68
Synthescjnd 64
Vic 20 Cassette-Intro lo Basic Pan 2
..

SlOOO
$5 00
51000
5600
S1000
S5 00
510 00

MISCELLANEOUS SOFTWARE

Aerobics
Oobsterm P;o (new)
Commodore
Commodore Technology

S6 00
$10 CO
S5.C0
S5 00
S5 00
$5 00

Si CO

Wntet/Fiie Pak 1541

$8.00

S^CO
S6.00
S4.O0

PROGRAMMING
BetlerWcrking Power Assembler

$10.00

GEO3ASIC (new)

SIO 00

SlO 00
SSOO
SIO OO

Sanxon

S6 00

Sargcn ll-(new)

S6 00

Oxford Basic

S4.00

..

S69 95
S59.95

C64 Keyboard (NEW)

Hesware - Graphics Basic
IrtrcductonloBASIC/Partl

Sargcnlll-(new)
Sens and Volley (new)
=--::
Sileni Seaxe
SkyFo*

SSOO

C123D Keyboards (NEW)
Cl23DKeyboards.p,EFUR5ISHED

Music Construction Kit
SAT Score Improvemenl System

S4.00

Severs of tne Lost Tomb

SIOOO
$1000
SIO 00

$5000

S6C0
So CO

Legiorraire

GEOS

Multiplexer

S6C0

Kung Full-Sticks of Dearji (new)
La5lNm^2-NEV/

S1000
S800

Mage Voice Speech Module

S500
S600

KnightORC

Zorkll
ZorkNINEW

So 00

SlO CO

Karate Chop (newi
Kings ol the Beach (new)

$4 00
S6 00
S6 00

SOOOO
SlO 00

S600

So 00

Jordan vsBira

Z-Pitot
Zenji
Zork I

Laser 190E Printer
Magic Mouse

SS 00

John Elways Quarterback

S800
S6 00
$6.00

$600

Jack Nckiaus Greatest 13 Holes of Goif-NEW
Jeopardy-Junior Edilion.

Wheel ol Fortune
Wild Streets-NEW
Word Fryer

$5.00
S600
S600

S20 00
S75 CO

. S-! 00

jaws

$6.00

Total Eclipse (new)
Ultimate Wizard
War in Middle Earlh-NEW

Koala Pan Only no docs
KXP10801 Pnnter

Howard the Dxk-Acveniure on Volcano island

Invaderaol the Lost ToffltKnew)

Tilan-NEW

HARDWARE

S6 03
S6 00

Flight Straulaiof II

&) 00

S4.00

S1000

$6.00

Times Ol Lore

DesKpack 1 NEW
Fontpack 1-NEV/
GEOBASIC (new)

S6.00

Dig Dug

Thud Rujge-NEW

S600
S4.C0

S4-0Q

Project Space Staton

SIS 00

Sea Speller

S4.00
S6.00

Commodore WC Test Pilol'NEW

Q-Bopper

52000

Radar Rat Race

Chomp (newi
C'assc Ccn:enBaten

Presriential Campaign

Swittcalc 128

MSPac-Man
Pinbal! Spectacular

S6.00

S600

h Search of the Most Amazing Thing-inewJ....
SE 00
Jungle Book PiearJing-(new|
S6 00
Koalagrams Spelling 1 -use with Koala Pad-mew) S6 CO

Masiertype (new)

Championship Wrestling

Predate;

Si 00

S10 00

Mach 5 Cartrdge

S6 00
S600

S6 00
S500

...

S1500

Kids on Keys-(new)

Championshp Baseball
Championship Golf (new)

First Men on Ihe Moon -Maih-(new) ...
G.^deAMatti .

English I

S10 00

SupetaeStarier-NEW

Vaiuecalc

S6 OD

S1O0O
5400

Patnwords

S3 00

.

SlO.OO

SSOO

EaEly Learning Fnends

Silens 3lj!Ls>' iCheck Writing system)

The Home Accountant
The Home Banker
The Home Manager
The Manager
The Wdfd Macrtn&Name Machine ire;.)

.

ENGLISH II

S10 CO
S15 CO

The Consultant (Database Management)

Biue Angels-Formation Flight Simjlaton ...

Navy Seal
Navy Seal |new|

SIO 00

.

S6.00
S10.00
.
S600
S6.00

55 CO

Piaditile 64-|new)
Receivables tor Ihe C-64-NEW

SwifteateM

$4.00

Beach-Head
Below The Root (NEW) ..
Beyond Zofc-NEW
2tea Money-NEW

Easy Lesson and Easy Cw

Practica!c-[new|

RUN Produclsviiy Pak ll

DISK UTILITY

Commodore 64 Soltoare Bonus Pan

The Worlds Greatest Baseoaii Game

Demons Winter

saoo

Magi: Desk I

Dtfks Ahoy

SlO.OO

. sa.oo
S3 00
S3 03
ssro
S8 00
SSOO

S3 CO

Compule's First Book oi C=6J Sourvj ^Graphics SlO 00
Computes Second Book ol Comrrccere 64
SlO CO
Computes Second Book ol Maesiine Language SiO 00
'Guide lo Care Feeding and Training of C-&i' .. S6.00
How To Use The Commodore W Ccmpuier
SiO.CXJ

Inside Commodore DOS
Osbome 1 User's Reference Guxie
Supercase The Boo*
The Elemeniary Commodore 64

Blueprint.......

$5 00

Baman-The Caped Crusader

Conflict in Vietnam NtW
Countdown :o Shutdown . ..

CARTRIDGES (r

Clowns

S6.00

The Freshen! is Missing (new)

SlO.OO
S1500
S1000

So 00

.

The Lords of Midnight

Bureaucracy
CavemanUgh-h/mpics

refunds, Alt items listed here we sold "as-is". and uU sales arefinal. Prices and specifications

32 BASIC P'cgrams lor the C$4

S6.00
SIOOO

BopN Wiesie-NEW

TELEPHONE ORDERS ONLY ON THESE ITEMS

BOOKS

Ardok-The Bavarian
Batman

SSOO
S6 00
$6.00
S4 00
S6.O0

Oxford Pascal
SlO.OO
SmonsBass
SlO.OO
S'art Programming wrGonek and the Microchips $5.00
WORD PROCESSING

Snow strike-NEW

S6C0

Easy Script

SS CO

Spiderman

S4C0

MasleriypesWriter

SBOO

Sporting News Baseball
Siar Trooper-mew)
Siaionfall
Summer Gamesll

$6.00
S600
S6.C0
S4 00

Mirage Concepts-Word Processor -Prolesscna! SlO.OO
Outrageous Pages^NEW
S20.O0
Super-Tent Professional
Supertert Word Processor

SS 00
SlO 00

Superman

$4.00

The Printed Word
The Write Stuff 128-NEW

S6.00
$20.00

Superstar ice Hockey
Suspenoeo -A Cryogenic Nighlmare
S.vofd of Fargoal
Tag Team Wrestling
TETRIS
Tne Las! Ninja

$600
. S5 00
$4.00
$4.00
$6.00
$4 CO

Word Writer 128

$20.00

Word Writer 6-NEW

515 00

WcrdproSPlus/W-rJEW
Wordpro w.turbo Lead S Save-NEW
Writers Choice

.

.

515 00
S15 00
S3 00

Party...

and AMIGA Computerparby
• From/Uon: Pp. 10/27/2000
• To/Bis: Su. 29/10/2000

• UJhere/ULJo: Hmperhalle Emmering (Germany)
• Special C64 entrance fees/
Spezieller C64 Eintrittspreis

• Gamestno L/in-GHmES!)/ 5piele(Heine L<in-5piele)
• no Quahe, etc.
• Democompetitions 6 -presentations!
• Uisit oup homepage for more information/
ILJeitere Infos im Internet:

http://ujujiij.comparade.de
Reservationsdoiuer entrance fee)/

Reservierungen(hleinerer Eintrittspreis):

pg

Since 1995 - Seit 1995

T*

Comparade 9 - The C64 and Hmiga Scene event in south Germany
Comparade 9 - Das C64 und Hmiga Szene event im Sueden

KEINE
MACIII HI II

QUAKERN

PDSt-lnfo:
Hndi "homecat" Brandmai
Avn Eichenhain
D-82275 Emmering

